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The First Word...
by Alex Bardy
ALGOL co-editor
It doesn‘t seem that long ago at all when I was last sat here
putting together ALGOL #73, and yet we‘re already here
again, so soon, and just in time for Christmas. Wa-hey!
Traditionally, Christmas has always been a family time of
year for me as it is for many of us no doubt, and yet it‘s fascinating to think how much this contrasts with many of my hobby
interests — computer games, reading, writing, and of course
astronomy. All of them can prove very lonely pursuits at times,
and in the main that‘s pretty much what they are, but there is
one other all-pervasive factor which many may not consider —
none of these pursuits requires a huge initial financial investment to garner joy and enthusiasm. This is a particularly potent
point to make at this time of year, and especially in the current
economic slump with all this talk of credit crunch this and that.
Having had a bit of time off work recently, I was surprised to
find myself going back to old books and computer games
which I had long since tucked away, out of sight out of mind,
and getting just as much from them now as ever before. In a
similar vein, it‘s not as if the night sky has changed that much
in so many years, even if our understanding of it has?
Astronomy is not that different, a half-decent telescope or
set of binoculars needn‘t cost too much, and there‘s always the
option of loaning YAS equipment if required. And Astronomy
per se doesn‘t have to be a solo pursuit (I recognise that some
prefer it that way), although the ‗stigma‘ of being called a nerd,
or the classic line: ―I don‘t know what you find so interesting
about a bunch of white dots in the sky!‖ can challenge even the
hardiest soul — how do you explain where all that wonder,
speculation, and outright fascination comes from?
For me at least, it comes from within, it‘s that imaginary
journey that stems from your very first time reading a real
book, you know the ones without pictures. It‘s that burning
desire deep within to believe there‘s ‗Stuff‘ going on out there,
and bottom-line, you want to watch it, hear it, understand it,
and wouldn‘t it be cool if you could just join in a bit too? Space
Voyager? Sounds more like Space Voyeur to me!

Moreover, I‘ve rather cunningly alluded to the concept of
‘joining in‘ in a previous paragraph, and I‘d like to take the
opportunity to reiterate that: this issue sees several new faces
appearing in these pages, and I can‘t be the only one that thinks
this is a key aspect of making this YAS magazine a great read
every quarter — ‗underwhelming‘ is the best word to describe
reaction to last issue. We had only a handful of emails expressing any kind of opinion on the magazine, and while the general
consensus was positive encouragement, I for one would have
liked to be able to feature a few more of your comments in the
magazine itself. My personal thanks go to Martin Whipp, John
Lockett, Martin Whillock, Paul Buglass, and Richard Edwards
for all getting in touch — really appreciated, thank you.
And with that done, and another one out the door, it‘s time
already to look ahead to the next issue: ALGOL #75 beckons
for March/April time, and we‘re hoping to make it another big
celebration issue, but this time dedicated to the YAS itself —
yup, 75 issues of ALGOL is no mean feat, and I really need
some help from members, new and old alike. A trip down
memory lane is definitely on the cards, and I‘d like some classic memories, be they stand out brilliant or disastrous — old
magazines, old projects, disastrous meets and visits, old YAS
observatories, all are fair game. Previous ALGOL editors,
would you care to share some of the joys or otherwise you may
have experienced with certain issues of the magazine?
Imagine if you can, the biggest YAS sponge in the world,
and then try to imagine it soaking up all the YAS history in the
world, in fact I want you to drown me in the stuff for next time.
That‘s my challenge for you, but are you up to the task?
Read it and weep... with joy... Happy Chrimbo!

Alex Bardy
ALGOL co-editor

Which is a very round-the-houses way of introducing you to
this issue: we have a variety of articles this time around, including a ‗celebration‘ of British SF which ties in rather nicely with
the aforementioned wonder and speculative imagination, as
well as Mark Dowson‘s introductory tour of our Solar System,
and a whole host of up close and personal stuff with astronauts
who have actually been there, done that — surely the closest
many of us will possibly get to the real deal?
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Society News
Some of the latest info and updates from YAS
Ken Willoughby Brings
Cernan and Lovell to Yorkshire
I have managed to find a room for the Cernan and Lovell talks
next year and both should be going ahead. I will forward more
details later.
— Ken Willoughby

New Look for YAS Website —
Have YOU Visited Recently?
Those of you who have visited the YAS website recently would
have no doubt wondered if you had somehow stumbled upon
the wrong site, given it‘s new ‗polished‘ appearance... Not to
take anything away from Paul‘s excellent efforts in maintaining
it for all these years of course.
Please note as well that the address has been changed... The old
yorkastro.co.uk will work for the next couple of years, but the
sooner we switch to the new www.yorkastro.org.uk the better!
The man behind the new look is James Barwell, a relatively
‗new‘ member to the clan, and when asked about it he had this
to say...
―I didn't actually know it had gone live but it's pleasing to
see it up there! I started on that site back in February for a bit of
practice when I managed to fluke my way into a web design
job, so I'm already feeling that I can do better. At the moment
I'm just hoping everything is readable and not causing problems
in anyone's browsers (use Firefox everyone, it's nice!).
―I'm planning to keep making improvements to the design
over the coming months and just generally trying to stay on top
of it and keep everything up to date. That said, if anyone has
any comments, problems or suggestions for what they'd like to
see please let me know.‖

YAS Members Do It
In Public... Again!
Recently Mr. Philip 'Philius Mist' Shepherdson has had a two
page article published in Astronomy Now for 2008 December
covering the design and construction of his home-brewed 9-in
Newtonian from tins. Including how he ground, polished and
silvered the mirror. On the strength of this the Science Museum
in London have approached him and would like to borrow it
and feature it in an upcoming exhibition. Perhaps if anyone is
visiting London, they may care to visit the Science Museum
and see Phil's handiwork?
Phil has also been seen on TV! In October one of the Sky channels, The Para-Normal Channel, re-ran 'Arthur C. Clarke‘s
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Mysterious World' from 1994 and Phil features in one of them,
dealing with crop circles. He also had Mrs Sheila Henderson of
Scarborough and Ryedale Astronomical Society with him.
Now I bet some of you lot did not know Phil is a star of TV as
well as Astronomy Now? Well done Phil, keep up the good
work!
Meanwhile, Mr. Martin 'Screwfix' Whillock has also seen his
work published. The Society for Popular Astronomy magazine
Popular Astronomy for 2008 October-December sees Martin's
'Easingwold Observatory' featured. This tells the story of his
TAL 6-inch Newtonian and the conversion of his shed in to a
'Shedobs' as featured in this very magazine last issue.
Well done to both gentlemen, and congratulations on getting
recognition for your work. It‘s not only nice to see and read
articles like this from members, but a privilege to witness the
tasks being undertaken first-hand.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society
Forthcoming Dates for 2009
The Yorkshire Philosophical Society has kindly provided us
with their programme of lectures for 2009, so I‘ve ear-marked a
couple and detailed them below... With the support of York
Museums Trust and the British Association for the Advancement of Science, those Lectures marked * are celebrating the
150th anniversary of Darwin's Origin of the Species.
Tue 3 Feb, 7.30pm Ark in Space: How our planet has been
shaped by events in the Universe
— Joint lecture with the Institute of Physics, Yorkshire Branch,
Dr Marek Kukula, Public Astronomer, Royal Observatory,
Greenwich
Tue 17 Feb, 7.30pm *Darwin, Evolution and the Galapagos
— The Tempest Anderson Lecture, Professor Sir John Lawton,
formerly Chief Executive of NERC
Tue 17 Mar, 7.30pm *The Poor Man's Darwin
— Joint lecture with the Historical Association (York Branch),
Dr Suzanne Paylor, Birkbeck College
Tue 7 Apr, 7.30pm *Adam and the Ape
— Professor Sam Berry, University College London
Tue 12 May, 7.30pm *Evolution and Intelligent Design
— Dr Simon Hardy, Dept of Biology, University of York
Admission to lectures is free. Donations are invited from nonmembers. Unless otherwise stated, all lectures are held in the
Tempest Anderson Hall, Museum Gardens, York. Following
evening lectures, members and guests are invited to visit The
Lodge to meet the speaker and enjoy a glass of wine.
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YAS Announces Sutton Bank
Public Star Party Dates
For the YAS at least, the International Year of Astronomy has
already started. We have agreed dates for Star Parties at Sutton
Bank with the National Park. These dates have gone National
already! They are on the UK IYA Website and will be featured
in the BBC magazine, Country File, on 17th Jan. The dates
will also feature in the NYCC Newsletter, posted to all North
Yorks. County Council tax payers. The National Park is also
including the events in all their publicity from now on.
17-Jan-2009 04-Apr-2009 24-Oct-2009 12-Dec-2009
Please will you put these dates in your diaries and let me know
if you can NOT attend! We will need to be ready to deliver an
illustrated talk if it‘s cloudy, so a projector and a talker will be
needed — any offers? The general astronomical talk I gave last
time seemed to be pitched at the right level.
Clear Dark Skies.
— Martin Whillock

York Observatory,
Museum Gardens
The old 1840 Observatory in the Museum Gardens is open
every Thursday, and on the first and last Saturday of each
month, from 11:30 to 14:30. The dates listed in our ‗Forecast of
Events‘ are when Martin Dawson is there... We would also like
to point out that the Observatory is run by the York Museums
Trust, and further information is available from:
www.yorkshiremuseum.org.uk

Martin Dawson continues
efforts to photograph ISS
Shortly after last issue went to press, Martin Dawson reminded
us all of his desire to take a picture of the International Space
Station, and this is his latest effort.
Yes it looks suspiciously like a
white blob, but it‘s a start. It‘s as
seen fromYork, taken with a
Canon EOS450D camera and a
Bausch & Lomb 30mm eyepiece,
mounted on a 10-inch Newtonian/
Dobsonian f6 using a Telrad reflex sight for tracking. Shot at
1/100 of a second. With help
from Glen who loaned him some
kit and ‗egged‘ him on.
Travelling some 17,000 miles an
hour, and 300-odd miles above London, it‘s about 500+ miles
away in a straight line. And out of 50 pictures, 49 got ditched,
leaving this one.
In Martin‘s words, ―Still need to do some more work on the
technique, but we are getting there!‖
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Forthcoming Events
on the YAS Horizon
2009 January 02, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Mr. David Robinson, Bootham School Observatory
2009 January 03, Saturday, York Obs., Museum Gardens
18.00-22.00: A Telescope is for life not just for Christmas.
This event allows people who have been given a telescope for
Christmas the chance to bring it along and let experts show
them how it works. Thanks to Martin Lunn for this heads-up
2009 January 16, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Mr. Martin Dawson, Operation Hydra: Peenemude, Halifax
and Rufforth
2009 January 17, Saturday, Sutton Bank
Out-of-Town Star Party at Sutton Bank as part of International Year of Astronomy — MOON WANING
2009 January 31, Saturday, York Obs., Museum Gardens
open from 11:30 to 14:00 c/o York Museums Trust
2009 February 06, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Dr Hugo Alleyne — Title to be advised
2009 February 20, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— Speaker to be confirmed
2009 February 21, Saturday, York Obs., Museum Gardens
19:00-20:00: Public Star Party. Thanks to Martin Lunn.
2009 February 28, Saturday, York Obs., Museum Gardens
open from 11:30 to 14:00 c/o York Museums Trust
2009 March 06, Friday, St. Wilfrid’s Catholic High School
Gene Cernan (Gemini 9, Apollo 10 & 17) talk — £40
2009 March 06, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Informal Evening
2009 March 20, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre,
Sam Fell — Title to be advised
2009 March 28, Saturday, York Obs., Museum Gardens
open from 11:30 to 14:00 c/o York Museums Trust
2009 April 03, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— Speaker to be confirmed
2009 April 04, Saturday, Sutton Bank
Out-of-Town Star Party at Sutton Bank as part of International Year of Astronomy — MOON WAXING
2009 April 17, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Paul Money — Seeking Scorpius
2009 October 02, Friday, St. Wilfrid’s Catholic High School
Jim Lovell (Gemini 7 & 12, Apollo 8 & 13) talk — £60
2009 October 24, Saturday, Sutton Bank
Out-of-Town Star Party at Sutton Bank as part of International Year of Astronomy — MOON WAXING
2009 December 12, Saturday, Sutton Bank
Out-of-Town Star Party at Sutton Bank as part of International Year of Astronomy — MOON WANING
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Leeds Astromeet, 15th Nov 2008
Angela Grimbley reports...

Having been to the last five Leeds Astromeets I was looking
forward to another day of excellent lectures and the chance to
look around the supplier‘s stands, and as usual had a thoroughly
enjoyable day. The Astromeet was held in The University of
Leeds, Clothworkers Hall, itself a very interesting building.
Acoustics are good, it‘s more usual use being for concerts given
by the School of Music. Doors opened at 9am, and the entrance
fee for the day was £10.
We arrived about 9.30am in time to look around the stands
before the first lecture. There was a good variety of astronomical items to choose from, the only problem being to resist temptation with so many goodies around. Everyone is really helpful
and ready to give advice if you need it. I was delighted to find I
could get spare mounting plates for my telescope mount so I
don‘t have to keep swapping the one I have between my PST,
camera and binoculars.
The first lecture was one of the two I was really looking
forward to, Prof. Fred Taylor of University of Oxford on ‗The
Atmosphere and Climate of Venus and the European Venus
Express Mission‘. He started with the ideas people had about
the surface of Venus in the 1950s from desert through to tropical jungle. The first space craft to visit Venus was Mariner 2 in
December 1962 and the first image of Venus wasn‘t actually
taken until 1975 by Venera 9. Although Venus and Earth are
very similar in size, as you know their surface and atmosphere
are very different. All this was covered, including how this is
being investigated for possible reasons, and the fact that understanding the processes on Venus could help understanding of
the systems on Earth. By the 1990s the picture of Venus was
one of temperatures of 700-800K, 90 Bar pressure at the surface, volcanic plains, mountains, and a yellow sky made up of
clouds of sulphuric acid. Magellan has taken radar images
showing volcanoes and lava trails but none of which are active.
This is an ongoing investigation complicated by the fact that
changes in topography can give similar readings. The Venus
Express Mission was the first European Mission to Venus. It
was proposed in 2002, launched 2005, and arrived 2006. I had
not realised the spacecraft was built in the UK in Stevenage, at
what was the British Aerospace site and below budget. The
final part of the lecture discussed the Venus Express investigations of the atmosphere and different cloud layers and winds at
different levels. All in all it was very interesting and covered a
lot of material.
After a half hour break for coffee and a chance to look
round and stretch our legs, the next talk was by Roger Pickard,
President of the BAA since October 31st 2007, entitled ‗The
Career of a Variable Star Observer‘. Starting from age 12 with
his ‗I Spy Book of Space‘ and a pair of opera glasses, right
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through to present day. Observing techniques have certainly
become a lot easier and I had great sympathy with his wish to
keep warm whilst observing. One of the reasons I enjoy observing the Sun.
Next was an hour long lunch break. We took sandwiches as
there is limited catering, but there are plenty of places to eat
close by. Tea and coffee are available all day. After lunch was
the second of the two lectures that I was looking forward to,
Prof. Michael Cruise of University of Birmingham on ‗The
Search For Gravity Waves‘.
After an introduction to the theory of gravity waves, the
LIGO experiment in the US was discussed, and the need for
large distances between objects became very apparent when we
learnt that two objects one metre apart would only be moved by
10-22m by a gravity wave. Even a speck of dust significantly
affects the signal. The experiment uses an interferometer and
measurements are made using laser beams. The LIGO experiment in the US uses masses 4 km apart. The next proposed experiment is LISA which would use three space craft separated
by 5 million km and would have an increased sensitivity of 10
times the magnitude of that of LIGO. A scaled down model
called LISA Pathfinder is due to be launched in around two
years. The masses in this experiment will only be separated by
40 cm and it won‘t be sensitive enough to measure gravity
waves. LISA will only go ahead if this proves successful and
would be launched around 2018. Some of the things that could
be detected by gravity waves are massive black holes, binary
pairs moving together, and with the increased sensitivity of
LISA, stellar mass black holes, collisions of neutron stars, and
even a gravitational background reading that could take us back
as far as the Plank time after the Big Bang. Prof. Cruise finished by telling us that gravity is easier to understand in 5 dimensions, our 4D world existing on a brane with other branes
close by. One black hole falling into another would shake the
branes. A very thought-provoking lecture.
After another break and much needed stretch one of University of Leeds new lecturers Prof. Paola Caselli was next to
speak. Her lecture was entitled 'From Interstellar Clouds to
Planets: The Universal Factory‘. As her name suggests she is
Italian. She was a very knowledgeable and enthusiastic speaker
and will be a great role model for young people interested in
astronomy. She made a very valid point that different disciplines need to work together, her own field needs astrophysicists, astrochemists, astrobiologists and astrogeologists.
After another break last to speak, but certainly not least, was
Dr Allan Chapman of University of Oxford on ‗The Historical
Relation Of Astonomy And Astrology‘. It has become a tradi-
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tion at the Astomeet that he draws the raffle and then gives the
last lecture. He began with the Babylonians and we learnt how
right up until the 1700s astrology was in fact a respectable discipline in many parts of the world as little was known of astronomy, and confirming things by experiment. Advances in medicine and astronomy dispelled many of the ideas people had that
everything was affected by the heavens and it‘s only since the
romantic era of the 18th century that today‘s recreational astrology has appeared. As usual Dr Chapman delivered a very entertaining and knowledgeable lecture and left everyone wondering
how on earth he remembers it all without notes or presentation
aids.
All in all it was an excellent day with lectures to appeal to all
interests. We also got to meet and talk to people from all around
the country. Every one is very friendly and ready to share
knowledge or just have a chat.
Next year is Leeds AS 150th Anniversary so I‘m sure it will
be an extra special Astromeet. Confirmed speakers are Dame
Jocelyn Bell-Burnell, Dr Monica Grady, Prof. Mike Edmunds,
Dr. Allan Chapman and Prof. Alan Watson. The date is 7th November 2009. Hope to see some of you there.

— Angela Grimbley

The YAS Website
James Barwell

You may have noticed over the last few weeks that our website has undergone a big makeover. At the moment the changes
are mainly cosmetic, but we hope to add many new features as
the site develops over the next year.
The new site is being powered by a database backend,
which means that it will be a lot easier to keep up to date with
the latest YAS news, meetings, images and more. We're hoping
to turn it into the kind of site that people will want to visit on a
daily basis to see what's happening, chat to each other and share
images and observing reports.
Currently we are just finishing off copying the old content
over into the new design, but then the fun stuff can begin. We've
already got a lot of ideas but are always open to suggestions.
The new site is available either on the old address or at the new
www.yorkastro.org.uk domain.
Talking of the internet, our Yahoo Group is still very active
and the best place to discuss astronomy and trips down to the
observatory. So if you haven't already, click the link in the bottom left corner of the website, log into our chat group, and get
chatting!

Green Witch

A flying visit by Martin Dawson
One area of astronomy the editors would like to
cover in Algol is suppliers of astronomical equipment. We are aware of a lot of beginners to our
hobby who probably would like a bit of advice on
where to spend their hard earned cash. I hope the
following is of some help.
I have been aware of Green Witch for some time, Neil
Parker has presented a lecture to YAS previously, and I had
bought the odd trinket-and-bauble from there over the
years. Plus their adverts have appeared in Astronomy Now
and the likes for years. While heading south I thought I
would take the opportunity to visit and perhaps buy some
knobs for my telescope. They have an office and showroom
on a small industrial estate not far from Cambridge — it‘s
easy to find: just head south on the A1, take the A14 at Jct
14, make a left at Jct 30 before it becomes the M11, and
look for Dry Doddington. Go through the village of Dry
Doddington and as you get to the other side you‘ll see Dry
Doddington Industrial Estate on your left. It‘s Unit 6 you
want, and as you go into the Industrial Estate they‘re on
your right. You‘ll find them, but they are easy to miss and
you could end up driving around the estate if you‘re not
careful.
I had a very warm welcome by Lee and Sue (Sue is in
charge of the Leeds Astronomical Society) and was even
offered a cup of tea (shame really, I can‘t stand the
stuff…). I was shewn around the display area and saw
some very nice wide-angle eye pieces — a Meade 30mm
85º at some £350... mmm... guess what I want for Christmas…?
They have a very full range of telescopes for the absolute beginner to the experten amongst us. They also have
some very nice Sharovski binoculars and catered for Bird
Watchers as well. Everything is well displayed behind
glass or on the relevant tripods on the showroom floor.
Had a good laugh with Sue because at first I did not
recognise her from Leeds AS but once we realised who we
both were we soon put the world to rights, then suddenly
Neil stuck his head out of his office and again we were
soon reminiscing about his lecture for YAS. Lee spent
some time for me on the www looking for the replacement
knobs I was looking for.
All in all, a very warm welcome and even though I did
not buy anything they spent time chatting to both of us. I
could not recommend highly enough Green Witch, and I
for one would certainly consider going to them for my next
large purchase, a PST or that 30 UWA eyepiece surely
beckons methinks…
Website for more info: www.green-witch.com

— James Barwell
Algol 74
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The State of British Science-Fiction
Or I Hear They Even Have Colonies
In The Pleiades Now... by Paul Mackay
I will be honest. I am not a fan of any other SF genre. I only
like Space Opera. Fantasy is not my thing. I‘m not saying that
every fantasy writer is a pissant spellmonger but I can only take
so many descriptions of dodgy taverns and exotic slave markets.
Alternative Histories tend to start off okay. The Difference
Engine (Bruce Sterling and William Gibson) and Anti-Ice
(Steven Baxter) were okay in a Victorian Steampunk sort of a
way. You go on to think ―Hey, that Alternative History thing is
okay, I think I will read some more‖. So then you buy the Stars
and Stripes Trilogy (Harry Harrison) and you really would
rather spray Mr Sheen down your throat than finish reading the
first book.
So why only British SF? Have you read any American SF
recently? The last decent American SF novel I read was Slant
(Greg Bear) and that was about 1998 with his quite visionary
(for the time) descriptions of nanotech applications. Military
Grade Nano? Chuck a jar at a truck and you got yourself a reasonable robot tank in about an hour...
American Space Opera historically informed us that Earth and its colonies had a
mission to rid the universe of hostile aliens
bent on destroying humanity. The work of
earlier American authors always reflected
their leaders‘ inability to see conflict
(because we all like war) in any other way
apart from the struggle of good versus evil,
black vs. white. This was essentially true in
the 1960s pulp sci-fi era which threw up
classics (if you like that sort of thing) such
as Starship Troopers. The 1997 film version put its satire engine firmly into overdrive, which would have vexed the narcissistic old xenophobe who wrote it had he
not died 9 years earlier. Now I know that
the older members of the society are already up in arms about that last statement,
but to clarify – I think Heinlein was a misogynist, (have you read Friday?) and inserted his God complex well and truly into his writing in his later books.
Recent American SF continues to underwhelm me. John
Scalzi was put on heavy rotation with his own promotion stand
in Waterstones last Christmas with the underwhelming Old
Man‟s War series. Pure Space Opera with America against the
Universe with his twist – peace breaks out amongst the warring
species. Lazy writing. Yawn.
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It is not all bad though. I think the defining American Space
Opera is The Forever War. Joe Haldeman wrote this when he
came back from Vietnam in 1974 and this experience colours
the whole book. I see something similar in the Sci-Fi channel‘s
remake of Battlestar Galactica which is really all about Iraq.
Haldeman uses relativity as a plot mechanism in The Forever
War. Private Mandela finds himself increasingly coming back
from pitifully brief enemy engagements to an Earth many years
in the future to a point where he no longer recognised his
planet, culture, or reasons for doing what he was doing. This
book was shamelessly ripped off by 2000AD‘s strip The Ballad
of Halo Jones in the 1980s. Haldeman wrote two sequels Forever Peace and Forever Free in the 1990s, but I thought they
were fairly average as they lacked the political context of the
original.
So you can keep your view screens (wow-television in
space!), your flying cars, your silver space suits and you can
keep chomping pills instead of food. I don‘t want to see pulpy
book covers with aliens holding a struggling blonde and the
price in dollars crudely scribbled out with a
biro. The future is British! It‘s all about
3km long starships with a million tonnes of
ice up front as a meteor shield. It‘s about
Tablet PCs that you can roll up and put in
your pocket. It‘s about the airlock that
wraps a thin bubble layer around you as
you exit. That‘s your spacesuit. That‘s your
future.
Iain M Banks in an interview once explained that his creation of the Culture was
based on ‗reclaiming space for the left‘. He
went on to explain that he was sick of the
American vision of middle America in
outer space with Mankind as the last bastion of righteousness and therefore we must
destroy anything alien (sound familiar?). In
his universe, you don‘t use money, nobody
has to work, you can do what you want and
have a whole planet to yourself if you want
it. You can even change gender at will. The culture is like a
huge, do-what-you-want utopia. Most of the thinking is done by
Minds (large ship-based AIs). Most of his SF writing is about
the Culture (capital C) and the people that inhabit it.
Consider Phlebas covers the Human-Idirian war, Look to
Windward is about revenge and the eventual sublimation of a
species. The Player of Games concerns itself with the establishment of diplomatic ties between the Culture and a warlike civilisation.
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His best novel is Excession which is entirely narrated as conversation between ship
based Minds. The humour in Banks novels
comes from the ship names. How about
―Rapid Offensive Unit (Torturer Class): Nuisance Value”, ―Affront Battle Cruiser:
Frightspear‖, or ―General Contact Unit:
Very Little Gravitas Indeed”. I think he was
inspired by Larry Niven‘s excellent ship
name ‗Hot Needle of Inquiry‘ flown by the
Pierson‘s Puppeteer in the Ringworld series.
Which reminds me, before you die, read
Destiny‟s Road. The best book Larry Niven
ever wrote.
Banks favours the twin-timeline plot device in one of his better books – Use of
Weapons, with alternating chapters set in the
past and the present with a convergence at the end. I know it‘s a
standard storytelling technique but you have to read it to find
out the shocking truth why Elethiomel, commander of the
Staberinde is called the Chairmaker.
Alastair Reynolds also uses the ‗twin timeline‘ plot device
in some of his writing. The stand-alone novel Chasm City does
this really well with the murky past of the main character defining some of the history of his whole Revelation Space universe.
(Why have they been fighting on Sky‘s Edge for 300 years?)
Reynolds was a former ESA scientist who now writes full time.
His novels are mostly set
in the same universe — a
future where humanity
has spread to the stars
(well the nearby ones
anyway), but the limiting
factor is the speed of
light. Reynolds likes his
spacefarers to do it the
hard way. Revelation
Space is the first in the
series and has a vein of
longing, dislocation and
loss running all the way
through it.
Redemption Ark and
Absolution Gap complete
the series and several
stand-alone novels fill
the gaps (The Prefect,
Galactic North). All very powerful writing indeed with some of
the greatest SF concepts ever. Some of the ship-to-ship engagements are absolutely brilliant. I like his description of kinetic
objects being ‗near-C‘ and in Absolution Gap huge city- sized
cathedrals are mounted on tracks following the equator in order
to fulfil the vague teachings of a bizarre cult.
Humanity is well established in a system of orbital habitats
around the gas giants of our neighbouring stars. The spacefaring faction (The Ultras) control the trade routes between them
in their massive ‗lighthuggers‘. (Limited by c you see...). He
named the gas giant around Epsilon Eridani ‗Yellowstone‘. I
hope if we do really discover an exo-planet there, a quick witted SF-loving astronomer is going to call it just that.
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Reynolds balances his slow progress
through local star systems with extreme longevity and stasis chambers. His characters are
very believable and behave in the almost
numb and disinterested way that you might
expect from somebody who has lived for hundreds of years.
Neal Asher writes of a universe where the
AIs took over the running of humanity in the
‗Quiet Revolution‘ and humankind exists as
‗The Polity‘. His characters move about their
universe via a teleportation system in
‗underspace‘ called ‗runcibles‘.
Asher has written most of his SF around
The Polity with a central character (Cormac),
who is essentially part-agent, part-assassin,
working for the huge, city-sized AI that is the central mind of
humanity. Along the way, humanity has fought off The Prador
— crab-like, war-loving aliens who love well rotted human
flesh (The Skinner, Prador Moon). He also takes us to a world
where literally every creature is lethal to humans in the most
horrible way (The Line
of Polity). We enjoy trying to imagine the scale
of a Polity Dreadnought
that cannot orbit a planet
if it has even a small
degree of tectonic instability (Hilldiggers) and
we encounter hostile
Alien nanotechnology
that subsumes whole
planets and star fleets in
glorious technical detail
(Polity Agent).
The best introduction
to Asher books is Gridlinked which starts the
‗Cormac‘ series. He is so
prolific that you get two or three new books every year, all of
outstanding quality.
I have bothered Charles Stross occasionally by email, as he
is a prolific blogger and I really like his writing. Charlie crosses
a lot of SF genres in his books, not something a lot of authors
do. His Merchant Princes series is pure fantasy (so wouldn‘t
touch it even with one of Dawson‘s bargepoles). His ‗Rachael
Mansour‘ stories are pure space opera (don‘t step out of the
light cone!) and include the titles Iron Sunrise and Singularity
Sky (future AI rulers go back in time and transport 10% of the
Earth‘s population around the galactic neighbourhood for reasons not really explained very well, then an Earth special agent
stops galactic war and stuff). Not half bad as the genre goes but
try not to pay full price for them.
Stross is not by previous profession, a scientist. This sometimes lets him down when he describes technology but doesn‘t
explain it. With The Jennifer Morgue and The Atrocity Archives, you have to swallow this wholesale. They are very occult based, of an alternate reality where clandestine intelligence
agencies stop underworld type creatures from taking over the
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Earth but with humour.
They seem to be novellas,
and packaged together as a
new novel. I don‘t subscribe to fanzines though,
my money says these are a
compilation of several
stories that have appeared
elsewhere over the years.
In The Glasshouse,
Stross describes a future
society where wormhole
technology is so pervasive,
you even use them as trouser pockets to keep stuff in
– like starships and ground
effect vehicles. His best
novel however, is Accelerando. You may not get your head
around the concept of ‗Economics 2.0‘ or the idea of evolved
lawsuits that carry existential rights in the world court but the
best thing about this book is the price — it‘s completely free.
He has given it away for nothing. You can download it in its
entirety at http://www.accelerando.org/ in 7 different text formats including PDF and
HTML. Or you can buy it.
It really is brilliant and I
can‘t recommend it
enough, though it might
be a bit too Cyberpunk for
some readers.

There are so many more authors publishing rich, contextual
work that I could spend ages talking about, but instead I will
trivialise their life‘s work in single, cutting paragraphs.
Peter F Hamilton: novels over 800 pages long and stories
spanning several books. Several different series and also stand
alone novels. Spends 3 pages describing the appearance of a
bath tap and in his latest, allowed a fantasy novella between
chapters using a twin timeline plot device. Unforgiveable. If
you see him, attack him with a ruler. (The Neutronium Alchemist, The Dreaming Void and many more)
Richard Morgan: Your soul is stored in a ‗stack‘ — a chip
embedded in your spine. You travel to other planets by having
your digitised life beamed there into a ‗sleeve‘ or body that you
sort of rent. Main characters are usually soldiers with lots of
ballistic weaponry. Author probably spends a lot of time playing Halo and wasn‘t allowed in the SAS. (Altered
Carbon, Broken Angels,
Black Man)
Ken Macleod: Impenetrable but blatant rip-off of
Cyberpunk style writing.
Writes poorly, stories are
slow and dull. Good mates
with Iain M Banks. Burn
before reading. (The Stone
Canal, The Cassini Division)

Try to read something
by Greg Egan if you
really love pure Mathematics (Permutation City,
Diaspora), though I
shouldn‘t really be talking
about him because he‘s
Australian and his stuff
isn‘t really about space.

These are all my favourite authors (with the
exception of
Ken
Macleod), and I constantly
read their blogs and wait
for the next brilliant novel. Amazon is great for allowing you to
pre-order but at times it gets a bit silly. I have had Neal Asher‘s
Shadow of the Scorpion on order for 6 months. Only another 8
months to go before it‘s published. Can‘t wait.

Remember when everything became e-? You
know, e-mail, e-shopping and so on. Then it became i- with the
i-phone, i-pod and stuff. The letter U is a favourite of the current generation of authors. Neal Asher moves his starships
through U-space, Peter F Hamilton imagines a Unispere which
is like the internet but much more interactive
and piped directly into your brain. You have
a U-Shadow that is like an electronic alter
ego, doing a lot of your sub routines for you.
Even Charles Stross gets in on the act. All
the bad guys in Iron Sunrise have U in front
of their names. Can‘t really remember why
but I think it was for reasons that remained
sinister.

My last moan is to the publishers really. Why release a 240page novel in hardback at £16.99 and then re-release it in that
silly ‗Trade‘ format for £12.99? A year later it is finally available in paperback at a much more reasonable £6.99. SF readers
are getting ripped off, no doubt about it. If Jeremy Clarkson
wrote an SF novel, it would be on the shelf at Asda, in paperback, for £2.23 in a matter of weeks.

In contemporary British SF, some things
are certainties: the AIs are always in charge
and you will always get stuffed by an AI at
the end of your mission. Also, at least one
gas giant will be disassembled to make exotic weaponry, and Neutrinos will always be
emitted from something, be it engines, an
energy pistol or a Hawking M-sink.
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We all know the best place to buy lowvolume SF novels is definitely Amazon. I just
bought Peter F. Hamilton‘s latest The Temporal Void and paid £11.39. Waterstones want
£18.99 for it. When you buy from Amazon,
don‘t forget to order through the YAS webshop. You can help raise funds for the YAS
and we can finally get a Corby trouser press at
the Observatory.
There is no excuse for badly turned out
Astronomers.

— Paul Mackay
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The Solar System
A Whirlwind Tour by Mark Dowson

My intention here is to give a quick overview of the solar
system based on what I know more or less off the top of my
head and focusing on the aspects I regard the most interesting,
with a slight deviation by about ten and a half light years at the
end.
Mercury is a small cratered world like a larger version of
the Moon but on its dayside is hot enough for tin or lead to
melt, while on the night side it is freezing cold.
Venus was once thought to be perhaps a sister to Earth, but
beneath its obscuring clouds is a poisonous atmosphere of carbon dioxide a hundred times heavier than our own, which
would crush any human. This atmosphere traps the heat of the
Sun like a green house, making Venus even hotter than Mercury. It has been suggested there was once water on Venus and
that it was indeed like Earth, but that it has since evaporated
and contributed to today‘s greenhouse effect.
Mars is a freezing cold desert of iron oxide red rock and
dust, with an atmosphere of carbon dioxide one hundredth that
of Earth‘s atmosphere. It does at least have frozen water beneath the surface and some ice caps of frozen carbon dioxide.
One of its most spectacular features is Olympus Mon, a huge
extinct volcano, the top of which pokes out of Mars‘s atmosphere. Mars also has two small rock-like moons, Phobos and
Deimos.
Beyond the Asteroid Belt is Jupiter. This is the first and
largest of the gas giants. Composed mostly of hydrogen, it features brown and white cloud bands and a red spot three times
larger than the Earth, which seems to be an extremely long enduring storm. Like all the gas giants Jupiter has no surface as
such, just an endless atmosphere, where the pressure builds
until the hydrogen becomes liquid and perhaps finally at the
core a metal.
The most interesting aspect of Jupiter is its four largest
moons. Io, ravaged by its close proximity to Jupiter, is an extremely volcanic world, which has perhaps turned itself inside
out several times over. It is also larger than Earth‘s Moon, as
also is the furthest out Jovian moon, Callisto.
Europa is a frozen ball of ice but perhaps beneath the ice,
judging by the frozen cracks which mar its surface, is an ocean
which could harbour life. Ganymede is the largest of Jupiter‘s
moons, exceeding Mercury in size. It is similar to the slightly
smaller Europa, in that it too may harbour life.
Saturn is of course most well known for its beautiful rings,
visible even through a small telescope. These rings are made of
icy particles held in place by moonlets. It is the second largest
gas giant. It has a most interesting moon, larger than Mercury,
called Titan. Titan has an atmosphere of nitrogen and methane.
Initially it was not possible to see past the smog of the upper
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atmosphere. Thanks to Cassini and Huygens we have managed
to see beyond this. At its surface ice is like rock and methane
like water is on Earth. It is possible there are volcanoes spewing molten ice.
Uranus is rather bland compared to the other gas giants
without the visible cloud bands. It also rotates on its side compared to the other planets. Its colour is perhaps due to a layer of
methane, ammonia and water ice crystals beneath the initial
layer of hydrogen and helium. The methane absorbs red light,
resulting in the greenish blue colour.
Neptune has a similar colour to Uranus but does have visible cloud bands. It also has a large moon called Triton with a
retrograde orbit. It has pink nitrogen snow and nitrogen geysers.
Finally there is Pluto, a small icy world with an orbit which
takes it as far from the Sun as almost 50 AU and as close in as
less than 30 AU. In the closer part of its orbit Pluto is nearer to
the Sun than Neptune and has a tenuous atmosphere of nitrogen
and methane. Pluto has three moons, two small ones recently
discovered and Charon, which is probably one of the biggest
moons compared to its planet.
Beyond Pluto is the Kuiper Belt, consisting of numerous icy
and rocky bodies, many perhaps quite similar to it. The three
largest known are Quaoar, Sedna and Eris, and all are pretty
much planets in their own right. Eris is in fact larger than Pluto.
What else lies out in the furthest reaches of the Solar System is open to speculation. There could well be another gas
giant.
The next known planet however is around ten and a half
light years away around the star, Epsilon Eridani. The planet in
question, due to its mass being 55% greater than Jupiter‘s, is
likely to be a gas giant. It has an eccentric orbit which seems to
fall roughly between what would be that of Mars and Jupiter in
our own solar system. With Epsilon Eridani having less than a
third of the brightness of our Sun conditions that far out would
be colder.
Finally there is a suspected second planet about as far out as
Pluto‘s average distance from the Sun and with a mass around
that of Neptune.

— Mark Dowson
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Autographica
This October saw the 12th Autographica – the fourth I have
been to – held at the Radisson Edwardian Hotel at Heathrow,
Our Lass and I decided to make a bit of a weekend of it. We
took advantage of the hotels offer of a reduced rate on both
the room and car parking and booked two nights.
Virtually straight away in the reception we (nearly) bumped
into Jim Lovell of Apollo 13 fame. This set the tone for the
weekend. The advantages of staying at the hotel are numerous,
one of them is if you arrive the evening before then there‘s no
rushing about and getting tired the next morning. Breakfast was
excellent (but more anon).
First up was Jerry Carr. I first met Jerry of Skylab 4 fame,
way back in 1973-4. He commanded the third manned Skylab
mission on its record breaking 84-day mission. As he signed
my ‗big Blue Book‘ and his autobiography, I took a chance and
told him I was always interested in his relationship with Mission Control to which he replied ‗Yes, we had a days rest and I
took over the work schedule, they just kept pushing and pushing more work onto us until we had had enough‘. We discussed
management systems and how ‗things‘ work in organisations
with people and machines.
He wanted to know about
my book as he had never
seen ‗Who‘s Who of
Space‘ before, I smiled,
knowing the autograph
hunter who was before me
had the same book: Mr.
Carr must have seen that!
I told him about it and he
said a friend of his in
Houston is compiling a
list of all astronauts. We
said our goodbyes then it
was Vance Brand‘s turn,
Mr Brand flew on the
Apollo-Soyuz test project
and commanded three
shuttle flights, one of
which had Bruce McCandless undertake the first
untethered space walk (Ian
Reagan and I met him at
A9). I must say I was a
little shocked at Vance
Brand‘s appearance, he
seemed a little confused
and deaf, and his autograph was a little shaky.
Some authors refer to the
Apollo portion of the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project
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mission of July 1975 as ‗Apollo 18‘, I asked Vance Brand if he
would inscribe his autograph with ‗Apollo 18‘ he said no and
preferred ASTP, I agreed and said ASTP it is and he graciously
signed and inscribed my book.
2001: A Space Odyssey must be one of the most iconic science fiction films of all time; it‘s certainly a unique film, no
sex, no violence or bad language. Keir Dullea (Dr. David Bowman) and Gary Lockwood (Dr. Frank Poole) were in the 2001themed room. What a pair they were! They still look hale and
healthy after all these years and wanted to know what we were
doing, they were very friendly and interested in my ‗Making of
Kubrik‘s 2001‘ book which they both signed.
Matt Irvine of Tomorrows World, Blake‘s Seven and Robot
Wars fame was there with a collection of 2001: A Space Odyssey themed models, I have known Matt for some years and I
wanted to talk models and he wanted to talk Robot Wars. I always thought that the films props and costumes were destroyed
and I never did get a satisfactory answer as to how he ended up
with Dave Bowman‘s Spacesuit and other artefacts!
Vance Brand

Before we left (to go
into London) I had a job I
have wanted to do for
some time. A very long
time ago I had swapped a
huge collection of Brooke
Bond tea cards for some
postcards of Soviet cosmonauts, there were about 20
cards. One of them, a card
with Yuri Gagarin on, had
been signed, I was not sure
if it was original or not. I
chatted to an expert on
autographs and asked him
what he thought. He said
‗I have sold some 35-40
Yuri‘s before and this one
is as good as it gets‘ — the
floor started to open up
beneath me, he pointed to
the first letter ‗Γ’ in Cyrillic for ‗G‘ for Gagarin and
explained about the small
‗hook‘ as Yuri signed his
name, he also pointed
other things out, but the
floor opened further when
he said it was worth
around £200 ‗…and you
want to ask if I will buy
it?‘
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Matt Irvine and a small collection of his ‘toys’...

I took the postcard from him and with a ‗No way, I am
hanging onto this!‘ I managed to stop falling through the floor.
Imagine my surprise when I saw another dealer with the same
card, signed, selling it for £435… Our Lass said it would pay
for the weekend, the look I gave her said otherwise…
That evening I had a think. Heather Downham who played
the part of the stewardess on the Orion III Pan-Am Space Clipper in 2001 would be attending the show on the Sunday. But
before meeting her, as we went for breakfast, we entered the
restaurant where we ate on the Saturday morning. The manager
in charge came up to us and asked if we were with the Autographica show, I replied yes and he ushered us to another
room... very posh — all palm trees and fancy cutlery! Our Lass
whispered ‗Should we be here?‘ I replied, ‗Dunno, but I am too
hungry to make a fuss‘. I was loading up my plate with bacon,
eggs and sausages, thinking about a line in Arthur C. Clarke‘s
‗The Sentinel‘ (the short story that inspired 2001) — the line
talks about the smell of sausages filling the cabin — and in
walks Vance Brand, he comes up beside me and says morning
as he collects some cornflakes. I was sorry he didn‘t pick our
table but if he had breakfast some 20 feet away does that still
count?
After breakfast, I went back in. Heather Downham signed
my ‗Making of Kubrik‘s 2001‘ book and told me that Stanley
Kubrick was a wonderful man and great to work for. Apparently he shot some 13 hours of footage (am sure she said
that…) and yet only used some 1 to 2 minutes of it in the film. I
asked her about the story of the sets, models and costumes being destroyed on Kubrick‘s orders after the filming was finished, and she said that he had hired Elstree for a year but over
ran by about 2½ years. By then the studio was under new owners and they ‗disposed‘ of everything. She did tell us that there
is a Kubrick library with all the films and cuttings kept in one
place.
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As we were leaving I met some members of the Midlands
Spaceflight Society and we had a quick chat. As we were talking, ‗Johnny‘ Johnson of RAF No.617 Squadron —you know
them, they damaged some dams in Germany one night in
1943— came the other way and stopped for a chat. He recounted the recent documentary on the Dams Raid and told us
lots of little stories about the filming and his revisit to the dams.
We said our goodbyes and afterwards Our Lass said it had
made the whole weekend worthwhile!
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— Martin Dawson
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For some years Algol had a regular listing of what we as a
society got up too. This returned last issue, and herewith we
present some further adventures, and will continue to do so
until somebody complains about it...
2008 June 26, Meeting Number 782 — 36 Attendees
This evening saw Mr Tom Boles present ‗Discovering Super Novae: Motivation and Reward‘ —
Tom had visited the society in the past and although novae are not my bag his talk was interesting
nonetheless. Personally, I would have liked to have seen what amateurs are doing in this field but it
did shew what could be done. One point that Tom said and made me laugh was ‗Input Thrombosis‘ (def) blood clot of the keyboard – when your little pink piggies go too fast and you hit the
wrong key…
2008 July 04, Meeting Number 783 — 26 Attendees
Dr Nick Hewitt presented ‗Exploring the Shape of Planetary Nebula‘. There would have been one
more but I was AWOL, building wardrobes… less said the better…
2008 July 12, Saturday
The following report as filed by Martin Whillock via email on the 13th:
Yesterday was the third second Saturday of the month Observatory Working Party. A good team
turned up — Glen, Mike, Paul, Martin W & Richard. Martin W nearly finished putting rain-proof
cladding on the small container and everyone else made a real difference with clearing turf & weed
off the concrete. You can see the edge of the round bomber pad most of the way round now. New
member Paul made a visit. The Observatory can be found on Microsoft Virtual World now. I wonder if this picture is from a satellite or a plane? — Martin W
2008 July 18, Meeting Number 784 — 24 Attendees
‗The Year in Space‘ by Dr Michael Martin-Smith. Ah, spaceflight, yes, am in here! Dr MartinSmith who has been before to the YAS, uses only a flip chart and discussed the next few years in
spaceflight. He has a nice delivery, if a little quiet. He amused me with the following quote
‗Without intelligence a commander is like a blindfolded man locked into a room with a tiger‘ —
Suh Tzu, 500BC and did you know the asteroid Amun contains 30 times more iron than we have
ever used, Akhenaten was right…
Solar eclipse, 2008 Aug 01

2008 August 01, Friday
There was a solar eclipse today, a 18%-er. Took my
Meade LXD-55 AR-5 5-inch refractor and EOS450D to
work (eee… I have a good boss, mind‘st you he took his
dog!) — shot some 30 piccys, pleased with results...
2008 August 02, Saturday, YAS Observatory
After Autojumble at Rufforth dropped in on Observatory
and with Glen‘s help finished stairway wall with strand
board.
2008 August 04, Monday
While heading south Our Lass and I visited Green Witch
of Cambridge, please see elsewhere this issue.

2008 August 08, Friday, YAS Observatory
Paul B, Glen and I dropped in on the Observatory. Had a bit of a tidy up. Especially the Instrument
Cell, it was a mess as you walked in through the side door. Moved some tools and some ‗technical
support‘ to the North Wing. Rescued Martin Whipp‘s telescope, the OHP, slide projector, and some
other stuff. Unbeknown to me Martin Whipp tipped up the following night.
2008 August 09, Saturday, Morning Working Party, YAS Observatory
Working party, Martin Whillock, Paul B, and Glen went in the morning, I wimped out.
2008 August 09 Saturday, YAS Perseids Booze and Bash
Weather was bad and got worse. On the bright side we had a great turn out and a surprise visit by
Martin Whipp and Dr Mike ‗Laughing Mike‘ Sanderson. I guess we all know Martin (hope so…) so
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a few words about ‗Laughing Mike‘: Mike joined the YAS yonks ago after first coming into contact
with us at a Knavesmire Star Party. He soon got himself involved in the YAS activities but after his
time at York University he left to work ‗way darn‘ sarth‘ and now works with weather/meteorology
at Essex. It was a shame the weather and the ‗evil Dr. Spode‘ would not co-operate on this night,
but we had a great laugh nonetheless.

2008 August 16, Saturday, YAS Observatory, Lunar Eclipse
Allegedly there was a lunar eclipse tonight, Glen, ‗Doc‘ Paul, and I all tipped up, I got my telescope
out, but never finished assembling it before it started raining… Oh, we did do some astronomy, all
of about 30 seconds looking at a very low dim-red moon…
2008 September 05, Meeting No. 785 — 16 Attendees
Informal night with short lectures aimed at beginners. I never went to the meeting but did catch up
with Paul B, Glen and Simes at the Observatory, again the weather was wet and horrible. If you
think am fed up you are not wrong, I spent a small fortune lately on my telescope and cameras and
guess what, it‘s rained and rained…
2008 September 03, Wednesday, YAS Star Party, Knavesmire Road, Knavesmire, York
This evening saw Paul B, Glen, John L, Mark and myself joined by new member Dennis. Dennis
had two very nice telescopes. A Meade 10-inch Lightbridge and a Meade ETX-90. After Paul
helped Dennis collimate his Lightbridge, we soon found Jupiter with it. One of the Galilean moons
was on the limb of Jupiter but am not sure if it was going in to eclipse or transiting. Glen set his
telescope up and he too looked skywards but all our efforts were in vain as it was cloudy some
8/10ths!
2008 September 04, Thursday, Observing Report from Paul Buglass
— edited notes taken from the YAS Yahoo site
The forecast said it would be mainly clear for most of the night so I decided to make the effort, despite feeling quite tired, to fire up the Observatory and get some visual observing done in the absence of interfering Moon light. I was out by 8pm and all fired up, and with the telescope powered
up, as soon as I could see Jupiter I aligned on it and was all set.
Jupiter looked great in my recent e-bay purchased Meade 5000 series 14mm ultra-wide eyepiece. In
the C14 it gives 280x, and this seemed about right for the poor seeing conditions. Being low down
Jupiter was very turbulent, and the garden bonfire a few houses down wasn‟t helping as the heat
plume kept drifting through my line of sight, but the views were still excellent. When the air steadied
for a split second here and there I could clearly see the GRS (Great Red Spot) just about a quarter
of the way across the disc. It was far from red, looking more like a light brown compared to the
darker belt it lies on. Still, it was good to observe the GRS and is the first time I‟ve observed it this
year, not due to laziness, but simply due to the relatively poor weather we‟ve had over the past few
months. All four of Jupiter‟s moons were visible, two on each side of the planet, and all well spread
out.
Next I moved on to M13, the great Hercules globular cluster, and despite the sky still being quite
light, I could see it as a faint hazy patch which resolved into stars at higher magnifications. The
30mm Moonfish eyepiece showed the hazy patch with some resolved stars against the light background sky at 130x, while moving to the 14mm Meade at 280x resolved stars across the whole of the
cluster. I made a note to revisit this object later in the night when true darkness had arrived.
At this point I had a visit from number one daughter and her boyfriend so I showed them Jupiter,
M13 and then moved to M57 (the Ring Nebula), they made suitably impressed noises at times, and
sat in the observatory chatting about this and that as the sky fully darkened. A quick return to M13
with the darker sky did show much more detail, and again at 130x it looked very spectacular. Once
my visitors had left I started a general tour of objects which I hadn‟t looked at for a while. By this
time I had fired up the PC with “Cartes du Ceil” running and connected it to the scope so I could
command go-to scope movement from the PC.
I moved to the Veil Nebula and could see it with a 20mm eyepiece and a UHC filter. The Western
segment was clearer than the Eastern portion around 52 Cygni, but I feel a darker more transparent
sky would be needed to bring it out in all its glory. I also spent some time without the UHC filter
chasing some of the many open clusters in this rich area of the milky way.
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Astronomer’s Diary

2008 August 12 Tuesday, YAS Perseids Meteor Watch
Well, a few of us tipped up at the Observatory, Martin Whipp, Paul B, John Lockett, Phil, Glen and
myself. The weather also joined in but for all the wrong reasons, suffice to say we saw nowt, but we
did have a good natter.

by
Martin
Dawson
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Next I moved down to M16 and could see the open cluster, but no sign of the nebulosity despite trying with and without a UHC filter. Moving a small distance to M17 gave a great view of the Swan
Nebula (also called the Omega Nebula), and it‟s classic swan shape was clear without the UHC,
but even more pronounced with the UHC filter. I spent some time observing this nebula as it was
actually the first time I have observed it from my garden, my previous observations being from the
YAS Observatory. I felt I was getting a good view through the C14 considering the relatively low
altitude of this object from UK skies. I also visited M22 and M25 while there, before moving again
to M71 in Vulpecula. M71 is an interesting object as there has in the past been much debate as to
whether it is a dense open cluster or a sparse globular cluster. I believe the official view is that it is
indeed a globular cluster, but to my eye I would have called it a dense open cluster if it was up to
visual impressions alone. The cluster was plain to see at both 120x and 280x and has an overall
roughly triangular shape.
After this I decided to try for M30 (globular cluster) down in Capricorn, but despite some long
careful eyepiece time, I could not find it due to a combination of low cloud and low altitude, so I
moved a little higher to observe M72 and M73. M72 is a small globular cluster, and not far from it
is M73 which is a very unusual object in Messier‟s catalogue. Rather like M40, it is a simple grouping of stars, in this case 4 stars in a triangle with one extra at one of the points. Messier must have
thought it had some nebulosity associated with it (perhaps like M40 which is a simple pair of stars),
although in both M40 and M73‟s case, no nebulosity has been found. The assumption was that perhaps Messier either imagined nebulosity, or his telescope optics were clouded at the time he made
his observations.
Next I thought I‟d try for a faint edge on galaxy, and one of my favourite such objects, NGC
891. This was very difficult to see and the sky in this location was slightly hazy and not as dark as
elsewhere. I could just make out an elongated glow, but it was very faint with no obvious sign of the
dark central dust lane. This is an object I have observed in a 10” reflector and a C14 previously at
Kielder under very dark skies, so I know how spectacular it can appear. I will have to await darker,
more transparent skies to get anything like the view at Kielder from my garden.
While in this area I moved to M76 (the Little Dumbbell nebula), and it looked great in the 30mm,
showing the rectangular brighter core, with signs of structure. While enjoying this planetary nebula
I remembered seeing NGC 7009 on the screen near M72 and M73, so swung back to that location
and found the nebula clearly in the 30mm eyepiece view. It looked like an elliptical glowing ball at
low magnifications, with a hint of elongated structure protruding from the long axis. This impression was responsible for this nebula‟s name, the Saturn Nebula. Being a small, relatively high surface brightness object, it takes magnification well and moving to the 14mm at 280x showed more
structure to the core.
By this time it was 11pm and I was starting to feel tired so I decided to finish the night off with another look at M13. This time it was much clearer and was showing excellent detail at 280x. I could
see the „propeller‟ dark lanes, and also the „V‟ of stars I use as a pointer to the propeller. All in all
this was a stunning view of M13, and I think the best I have ever seen from my garden. I enjoyed
soaking up the view for some time before deciding to try and observe the small nearby galaxy NGC
6207. This was an object which I had recently managed to capture while imaging M13, and being at
visual magnitude 11.4 with a surface brightness of magnitude 12.6 I thought it would be a good
visual test of the sky, the scope and my eyes. I was very pleased to be able to see a faint smudge at
the eyepiece (280x), and with averted vision I could see an elongated, slightly asymmetrical shape,
and a definite brighter core almost as if there was a faint star at the core. This tallies well with the
image of this galaxy on the internet so I know I wasn‟t imagining what I saw.
Finishing on this high note, I quickly powered down the scope and PC, replaced scope caps and
covers, and safely stored away all the eyepieces. I closed the dome and battened down the hatched
against the heavy rain and gales which had been forecast for Friday, and called it a night. I was
snuggled up in bed this side of midnight with some very satisfying observations under my belt. Roll
on more clear, dark and transparent nights, and the energy to continue observing for a full night.
Thank you for your report Paul, it was as if I was with you.
2008 September 11, Thursday, Bradford College
Yahoo forums are great things, if it was not for the Midlands Spaceflight Society‘s forum and a
message posted by Chris Lee (‗CC‘ I would not have known about the visit to Bradford by (some)
of the crew of STS-124. There is a full report (with photos) elsewhere).
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2008 September 19, Friday, Meeting No. 786 — 27 Attendees
Professor Jürgen Schmoll presented ‗A Deep Look Into Your Telescope‘ plus the 2008 AGM. The
AGM was a quick affair and soon we had an old friend of the society, Jürgen, discuss telescopes
and their characteristics, and also what to look for if you are buying or perhaps have a harem. After
the meeting a small party of us convened at the YAS Observatory and we did manage to use the AE
12-inch Newtonian — this was doubly nice as it was an ex-Durham University instrument and Jürgen, who is at Durham, knew it well.
2008 September 20, Saturday, York Observatory, Museum Gardens
Arranged to meet Jürgen and Carol to shew them the old York Observatory in the Museum Gardens.
The Museum staff very kindly opened the Observatory and allowed me to shew them the old Cooke
4-in telescope.
2008 September 20-21, Saturday/Sunday, YAS Observatory
As it was clear and a lovely September day I instigated an observation session at the Observatory.
Unfortunately with it been a bit late to announce, everyone was engaged in something else. So, it
was just me, the Skodo and my Meade 5-in refractor.
I had the Skodo loaded and made my way to the observatory. I was set up by 19:30. First of all I
thought I would do a confidence check of the finder and Telrad against a WDDO (well defined distant object) — I found the Telrad was out by miles! Guess we get a bit lazy, when did YOU last
check your finder/telrad? I used a terrestrial diagonal and a Takahashi LE 18mm that I had recently
bought off eBay. Once I was happy, I hunted for Jupiter with a pair of mid-1960s vintage 8x35 Noctovist binoculars I picked up for a fiver in St Leonard‘s Hospice (Q. Why do old binos stink of tobacco? Smokers eh??). While waiting a flight of some 20-25 geese flew over very low, very nice to
see. First sighting of Jupiter was at 19:50, used GSO 2-inch SV-30mm (x39) to acquire target then
changed out the eyepiece for the Tak 18mm (x65.5), very nice, next I tried a 2x Barlow and the Tak
giving x131 and compared the set up with a Meade 9.7mm Plössl giving x121.5. There was a
marked difference. One of the equatorial belts seemed more defined with the Barlow and Tak. I kept
swapping and had to refocus as these eyepieces are not parfocal, but hey! When you have the rack
and pinion set up like I do it‘s always a pleasure/sin to refocus!
Thoughts — why is it so noisy in the country, tractors and idiots racing to the pub? (Rose and
Crown in Askham Richard?)
Jupiter has been a bit low down this year; the air was 'boiling' with a bit of false colour, perhaps the
farmer‘s fires (one to east and one to west) contributed. Carbon offset eh? Think not... There was no
wind and it was nice and comfortable, tee-shirt weather, my kind of environment!
Around 20:10 I moved to the Canon EOS 450D with IS 17-85mm EFS set up on John R's old tripod
and remote. Captured Iridium 75 at 20:18 -5 mag. and very pleased with the result. Took a look at
beta Cygni Albireo with the Takahashi, an easy split, nice sharp star-like points well separated. The
yellow component (mag. 3) looked well but the blue-green one (at mag. 5) did not look as blue?
Perhaps a second opinion/look through another telescope is in order?

Astronomer’s Diary

2008 September 13, Saturday, YAS Observatory
James Barwell, Mike Pringle, Martin Whillock, Glen Barry, Paul Buglass, and I all worked on the
site, James and Mike cleared more of the pad, it looking very good now, it‘s very clean and the edge
is nice and sharply defined. Glen helped me make a start with the AE (Luton) Ltd 12-inch. Martin
W made the following comment on the Yahoo site: “A good Second Saturday at the Obs. today.
Mike, Paul, James and Glen cleared more pad. Martin D got the T-Rex going and knows nearly all
of what to do next. Martin W & James installed a stiffener for the rolling roof box. More work was
done on keeping the rain out.”

The ISS was due at 20:54 but was too low and lost in the light pollution/haze/farmer‘s fire smoke
low down. Looked at M31 Andromeda galaxy but seeing was poor plus it being a fuzzy object I am
only interested in it as a target and test of seeing.
Glen arrived at 22:50 and at 23:15 we saw a meteor to the west. The object of my affections was
soon climbing slowly into the night sky. Used the Tak 18mm and another eBay purchase: a 30mm
Bausch and Lomb/Criterion (x39), oohhh, there‘s something about expensive optics, it‘s true what
they say: you get what you pay for. Took several pictures of the moon using Meade LXD-55 AR-5
and EOS 450D. Tried eyepiece projection with the YAS adaptor tube. Please refer to photo albums:
'Members Pictures — Martin Dawson's Album' on the website.
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Wrapped up at about 01:30 on the 22nd. Sky was a little hazy/misty — could see to mag. 4. All in
all a very busy 30 hours from Friday evening to early Sunday morning.
2008 September 26-27, Friday/Saturday, YAS Observatory
This Friday evening saw Paul Buglass, Martin Whillock, Glen Berry, James Barwell and myself at
the observatory. We were blessed with very kind weather and managed to use various instruments
from the Meade 12-inch, the AE 12-inch and Mk 1a 10-inch Dobsonian. Saw the ISS pass at 20:21
at mag -2.0 and two Iridiums (Nos. 68 and 96). I did a lot of testing of various eyepieces in the telescopes to check the colour of Albireo while some people looked for fuzzys. We also looked at Jupiter and noted that the Pleiades and Aldebaran were rising in the east over York.
2008 September 27, Saturday, York Observatory, Museum Gardens
Opened up the old observatory, Glen came along and helped. Pam, who also helped out, counted
some 100+ people through the door.
2008 September 27-28, Saturday/Sunday, YAS Observatory
Glen, Martin Whillock and James Barwell joined us for another evening. First targets were Jupiter
and Vega as the sun set they appeared first. We watched the ISS pass over and they watched me
contort myself with the Mk 1a and my EOS while I tried to bag a picture of the ISS. (By the way, in
three evenings I tallied some 170+ pictures and only got one worthwhile picture). We also had three
Iridium‘s (Nos. 75, 23 and 57). Glen set up his 10-inch Newtonian Skywatcher, and caught a lovely
view of M27 with a 25mm Plössl. By 22:30, we tidied some equipment up and set up the 12-inch
Meade on The Bridge. While James called out various targets, Glen found them with the Autostar
and I recorded what we saw. First target was Uranus way to the south, M57 Ring Nebula in Lyra,
Mira in Cetus, and Hyades (well, the Meade looked in that direction! The object is too well spaced
to take in one eyepiece!). We also viewed the following fuzzy‘s: M37, M38, M36, M15, M92, M82,
M11 Wild Duck, and the M31 Andromeda. Meanwhile at 23:25 a very fast meteor passed through
Cassiopeia south to north at mag. 2. Had a look at NGC 7293 Helix Nebula – it has an apparent size
of 16′ of Arc about half the moon, but it‘s very faint and we could not see anything, also M101 was
faint, perhaps these two objects were lost in cloud or faint haze? Meteor at 23:42 mag. 6 south to
north below Perseus heading towards Capella. After an excellent evening of some 7+ hours we
wrapped up at 01:00 on the morning of the 28th.
2008 September 28, Sunday, YAS Observatory
Paul B and Glen joined me while I again tried to bag the ISS. There were two passes but we missed
one. Saw a fast meteor at 20:55 at mag. 3 in Coma heading towards Arcturus. Wrapped up at 21:30.
2008 October 03, Friday, Meeting No. 787 — 17 Attendees
The infamous Thomas Wright Trophy, in which this year York AS came a very proud third – out of
a field of three, but hey, its not the winning but the taking part! After the meeting a couple of us
went to the YAS Observatory, as reported on the Yahoo site: “Hi folks, Simon, Glen and me had a
'go' last night. Simes and me mated our 450D's together and with Glen's help (with some input from
Sarge!) we managed to capture some piccys of the 'M-Eleventeen-Smoke-Ring-Nebula-FuzzyDoings'. Anyway, it was my very first attempt at a fuzzy, so Mr Mallin better watch out! ;o) ha, ha,
ha. ‟Ave got a few piccys to play with so look out! Regards all.”
2008 October 10, Friday
Fred Haise talk, see elsewhere in this copy of Algol.
2008 October 17, Friday, Meeting No. 788 — 38 Attendees
Saw Mr Paul Money of Sky at Night magazine present ‗Images of the Universe: Volume 3‘. These
are proving very popular, astronomy by it‘s very nature is a visual science and strip away the maths
and physics one can just sit back and enjoy. Paul has tapped into this vein and as Volume 3 testifies
it proves it‘s a popular presentation. Good to see a good sprinkling of spaceflight…
2008 October 23 Thursday, Easingwold Observatory, Easingwold
Martin Whillock filed the following report from his observation session for 2008 October 22: “A
rare clear evening yesterday. I bagged for the first time a nice Cluster and two Double Stars with
'Trusty' the 6" TAL. I looked for the Whirlpool but no sign of it — probably too feint for Trusty; at
least I now know where it is. Something for the big Meade one night!”
Paul Buglass replied „Well done Martin, You will be able to see M51 in your trusty TAL, but you
will need a dark, transparent sky, and wait until it is a bit higher in the sky as it‟s quite low down
this time of year. Cheers.”
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2008 October 24-26 Friday-Saturday, Hotel Edwardian Radission, Heathrow, London
I was in London at Autographica 12 (see elsewhere) while others on the evening of the 25th were at
Sutton Bank. Don‘t worry I hadn‘t forgotten them, and rang them via mobile. Had a chat with Paul
and Glen.
2008 October 29, Wednesday, YAS Yahoo Site
James Barwell filed the following report:

My friend wasn't able to get M31 with the binos in the end (I'll have to get a laser pointer) but I
managed to show him M45 and Albireo with the telescope, and he was very impressed. Later on I
was checking out Auriga with the binos and happened to come across M36 and M38 for the first
time. Absolutely fantastic with averted vision, I'm really starting to appreciate these clusters more
and more. If anyone has any ideas on what we saw I'd love to know! Hopefully this weather will
keep up. Cheers, James.
On 2008 November 04, Tuesday, Paul Buglass replied with: “Interesting report. You are right
about it being too fast for a satellite. A meteor is a distinct possibility as the geometry of the path
and observer line of sight can sometimes make what would be a long trail, look shorter and slower
than you would expect. It could also have been a small meteor in what is called an “Earth Grazing”
trajectory, where it moves almost parallel to the surface, and dips in then out of the upper atmosphere. It could also have been a small piece of space junk re-entering. Small as in a nut, washer, or
something, and often the orbital velocity for such material gives a relatively slow track across the
sky. However, it does also sound like a vaguely possible bird sighting candidate. These can be very
strange to witness and I‟ve seen one occasion where I was completely baffled until I managed to
bring some binoculars to bear and saw a seagull flapping along. Sometimes when they are very
high flying, and lit from below by street light glow, they look like faint moving stars. They can
change direction and almost disappear from view as quickly as they appeared. My money would be
on a meteor coming almost directly towards you, giving the impression of a slower moving event. A
small but dense one which gave a faintish meteor, but lasted for a few seconds. It‟s always interesting to see this sort of thing then work out the range of possible causes. Clear, dark skies.”
…and on that note Ladies and Gentlemen we will leave the continuing record of the York Astronomical Society until Algol #75…
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Astronomer’s Diary

Subject: Weird thing I saw in the sky tonight
Lovely clear sky tonight so I was out in the garden doing some basic observing with the binoculars.
I went after all the usual stuff, then my friend popped round so I thought I'd show him M31. At
21:34 we were looking up towards Andromeda and noticed something really weird. It was a dim
object moving south to east-ish, through Pisces and through Aries. Moved very fast — was gone in
about 3-5 seconds. I thought it could be a slow meteor but it seemed very dim for something burning
up in the atmosphere, and possibly with too shallow a trajectory. Another thought was that it could
be a satellite, but it seemed too fast for that, and I haven't found anything on Heavens Above. My
friend saw the whole thing too and I wrote this before getting his account, and we both have the
same details. Personally I'm wondering whether we got fooled and it was a bird!
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Message(s) from the Treasurer
Paul Buglass

Greetings all YAS members and friends of YAS. With my
Treasurer‘s hat on I‘m pleased to say that we are holding our
own in these dark and financially challenging times.

A variation to the Last Word theme... some joyous thoughts
for this Christmas-time... With thanks to Paul for sharing
them with us!

Many thanks to all those renewing their YAS memberships in a
timely manner, as this always helps to keep our expenses covered. Also, thanks to all those who donate raffle prizes, and
most of all, who buy lots of raffle tickets.

Kielder, oh Kielder, if ever there was a place so evocative and
compelling for UK-based astronomers, Kielder is it. Where the
skies are sometimes so dark that the Milky Way can shine
through the clouds, a place where a humble 6-inch scope can
show the faintest of Messier objects, and where 8‖-10‖ scopes
reveal the spiral arms in M51, and structure in M33.

The raffle at each of our meetings really does help our funds,
and can make the difference between failing to cover the costs
of our room hire and visiting speaker expenses, to covering
these expenses in full and maybe making a small surplus to
help towards our other financial commitments such as printing
Algol and paying rent on the YAS Observatory site.
All in all it is the generous nature of our members which contributes to the vitality of our Friday meetings and our other Astronomical activities, so thank you to each and every one of
you. May we continue to prosper into 2009, and may we all
have clear, dark skies to enjoy.
Very best wishes and clear, dark skies.

— Paul Buglass
treasurer@yorkastro.co.uk

At the Autumn 2008 Kielder Star Camp this October, a learned
person was heard to say, ―The sky here at Kielder at it‘s best is
as good as, if not better than, those in the Canary Islands‖.
True or not, the relative ease of reaching some of the darkest
skies in the UK keeps drawing astronomers back to these forested hills in the search for the perfect dark sky.
My previous experiences at the Kielder Star Camps have been
mixed, with good nights and poor nights, but on average, the
spectacle of a single good night can outweigh many times over
the disappointment of a cloudy night. It is this capacity for truly
stunning, dark skies which continues to draw me back to
Kielder over and over again.
This Autumn I was able to spend a whole night under pristine
dark skies using a 14‖ and 20‖ telescope, and for the first time
ever, I realised one of my lifetime ambitions of observing the
Horsehead nebula, at an eyepiece. The view was stunning, and
clear as a bell, with the famous dark nebula B33 standing out
sharply against the glowing background nebulosity of IC424.
Imaging is great for glorious detail and colours, but there is
nothing quite as thrilling as making a visual observation of such
a well known and evocative deep sky object.
Turning the 20‖ to such commonly observed objects as M13,
the great Hercules globular cluster, and M27 the Dumbbell nebula, revealed a view as impressive and detailed as some of the
best CCD images of these objects. The views at the eyepiece
every bit as impressive, lacking only the colours seen in the
images, which the human eye can‘t reveal. Faint NGC objects,
never normally visible from less dark locations became easy
targets, and many hours were spent chasing down fainter and
fainter galaxies.
Ultimately even the greatest observing night has to end, and
with thin clouds drifting in from the north, and the haze of
dawn just over the eastern horizon, scopes were packed away,
shutters closed, and a journey to a welcome sleeping bag was
made. My dreams as I slept... were of the next visit to
Kielder‘s dark skies of course!
Clear, dark skies.

— Paul Buglass
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Arthur C. Clark
A Visionary Lost, by Martin Dawson
¬¬¬ Arthur C Clarke?

¬¬¬ Great Prophet

An email from Simon Howard to Martin Dawson
Sent: 19 March 2008 00:06:16

British astronomer Sir Patrick Moore had known Sir Arthur
since they met as teenagers at the British Interplanetary Society. Sir Patrick paid tribute to his friend, remembering him as
‗a very sincere person‘ with ‗a strong sense of humour‘. Tributes have also come from George Whitesides, the Executive
Director of the National Space Society, where Sir Arthur served
on the board of governors. And from fellow science fiction
writer Terry Pratchett.
The author married in 1953, and was divorced in 1964. He
had no children. He moved to the Indian Ocean island of Sri
Lanka in 1956 after embarking on a study of the Great Barrier
Reef. There he pursued his interest in scuba diving, even setting
up a diving school at Hikkaduwa, near the capital, Colombo.
―Sometimes I am asked how I would like to be remembered,‖
he recalled recently. ―I have had a diverse career as a writer,
underwater explorer and space promoter. Of all these, I would
like to be remembered as a writer.‖ A statement from Sir Arthur's office said he had recently reviewed the final manuscript
of his latest novel. The Last Theorem, co-written with
Frederik Pohl, and due to be published later this year, it said.

Hello Martin.
Did you know Arthur C Clarke has died? At the age of 90.
See http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/7304004.stm
Hope all is well.
Simon
From the website:
Writer Arthur C Clarke dies at 90.
British science fiction writer Sir Arthur C Clarke has died in
his adopted home of Sri Lanka at the age of 90. The Somersetborn author came to fame in 1968 when his short story The
Sentinel was made into the film 2001: A Space Odyssey by
director Stanley Kubrick. His visions of space travel and computing sparked the imagination of readers and scientists alike.
Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapakse paid tribute, hailing
the writer as a ‗great visionary‘. Since 1995, the author had
been largely confined to a wheelchair by post-polio syndrome.
He died at 0130 local time (2000 GMT) of respiratory complications and heart failure, according to his aide, Rohan De Silva.

¬¬¬ Far-Seeing Scientist
―Sir Arthur has left written instructions that his funeral be
strictly secular,‖ his secretary, Nalaka Gunawardene, was
quoted as saying by news agency AFP. She said the author had
requested, ―Absolutely no religious rites of any kind‖.
Sir Patrick Moore once said of him: ―A great science fiction writer, a very good scientist, a great prophet, and a very
dear friend‖.
A farmer's son, Sir Arthur was educated in Taunton before
joining the civil service, and served in the Royal Air Force during World War II. He was the first to foresee the concept of
communication satellites, and his detailed descriptions of space
shuttles, super-computers and rapid communications systems
inspired millions of readers. When asked why he never patented his idea for communication satellites, he said: ―I did not
get a patent because I never thought it will happen in my lifetime.‖
In the 1940s, he maintained man would reach the moon by
the year 2000, an idea dismissed at the time. He was the author
of more than 100 fiction and non-fiction books, and his writings
are credited by many observers with giving science fiction a
human and practical face. He collaborated on the screenplay for
2001: A Space Odyssey with Kubrick.
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¬¬¬ Obituary: Sir Arthur C Clarke
Visionary science fiction writer Sir Arthur C Clarke, author
of more than 100 books, has died at the age of 90 in Sri Lanka.
Once called, ‗the first dweller in the electronic cottage‘, his
vision of the future, and its technology — popularised in films
like 2001: A Space Odyssey — captured the popular imagination. Sir Arthur's vivid —and detailed— descriptions of some
of modern technology‘s greatest achievements were enjoyed by
millions of readers around the world. His writings gave science
fiction — a genre often accused of veering towards the fantastical — a refreshingly human and practical face. His ideas and
gadgets engaged his readers because of, not despite, their plausibility. Quite often, his fictional musings formed the basis of
what we now see as science fact.

¬¬¬ Passion for science
Arthur Charles Clarke was born in Minehead, a town in
Somerset in the south-west of England, on 16 December 1917.
A farmer's son, he was educated at Huish's Grammar School
in Taunton before joining the Civil Service. A youthful interest
in dinosaurs and Morse code blossomed into a fascination with
all things scientific. During World War II, Sir Arthur volunteered for the Royal Air Force, where he worked in the, then
highly-secretive development of radar. Sir Arthur predicted the
advent of communications satellites. Demobbed at the war's
end, he went to King's College, London, where he took a First
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in Maths and Physics, before becoming a full-time
writer in the late 1940s. He wrote storylines for the
comic-book hero, Dan Dare, inspired Gene Roddenberry to create Star Trek and posited Clarke's Law:
‗Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.‘
Beyond this, during the war, he published a paper
in which he predicted that, at 22,000 miles above the
Earth's surface, communications satellites would sit
in geo-stationary orbit, allowing electronic signals to
be bounced off them around the globe.

¬¬¬ 2001: A Space Odyssey
His vision, soon proved, revolutionised the communications and broadcasting industry. No wonder,
then, that Sir Arthur counted both Rupert Murdoch
and CNN founder Ted Turner among his friends and
acolytes. But it was his creation with the legendary
film director Stanley Kubrick, of the film 2001: A
Space Odyssey, that brought Sir Arthur world-wide
fame. Based in part on his short story, The Sentinel,
the film quickly established itself as a cult classic. Its
mysterious monoliths, the psychopathic HAL-9000
computer and a final sequence which baffled many
cinema-goers have become frequently-referenced
icons of cinema.

¬¬¬ Reuters
19.03.2008 01:20 MSN Sci-fi guru Arthur C. Clarke
dies at 90. Reuters by Simon Gardner
COLOMBO (Reuters) - Pioneering science fiction
writer and visionary Arthur C. Clarke, best known
for his work on the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,
has died in his adopted home of Sri Lanka at the age
of 90. He died of respiratory complications and heart
failure doctors linked to the post-polio syndrome that
had kept him wheelchair-bound for years.
Marking his ‗90th orbit of the sun‘ in December, the prolific
author and theorist made three birthday wishes: For E.T. to call,
for man to kick his oil habit and for peace in Sri Lanka.
Clarke was born in England on December 16, 1917, and
served as a Radar Specialist in the Royal Air Force during
World War Two.
He was one of the first to suggest the use of satellites orbiting the earth for communications, and in the 1940s forecast that
man would reach the moon by the year 2000 — an idea experts
at first dismissed as rubbish. When Neil Armstrong landed in
1969, the United States said Clarke: ‗provided the essential
intellectual drive that led us to the moon‘.
Clarke wrote around 100 books and hundreds of short stories and articles, and wanted to be remembered foremost as a
writer. Trained as a scientist, he was renowned for basing his
work on scientific fact and theory rather than pure fiction and
for keeping humanity at the heart of his technological visions.
In 1964 he started to work with the film maker Stanley Kubrick on the script of a groundbreaking film which was to win
audiences and accolades far wider than those of most previous
science fiction, 2001: A Space Odyssey. Based loosely on a
short story he had written in 1948, it dealt poetically with
themes of human evolution, technology and consciousness, and
came to be regarded by many as one of the greatest films ever
made.
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Yup, the real thing, a letter from Arthur C. Clarke...
THE BIG THREE: Clarke, one of the most prolific authors
of his genre, was the last surviving member of a group of science-fiction writers known as The Big Three. The two others
were the Russian-born Isaac Asimov, who died in 1992, and
Robert A. Heinlein, a Missouri native who died in 1988.
―The thing about Clarke is he had this footprint lasting 60
years with a constant stream of publications,‖ said Russell
Galen, his New York-based literary agent for more than 30
years. ―He has a kind of stature from his long influence that
puts him in a unique, elite group.‖
Clarke finished reviewing the final manuscript of his latest
novel, The Last Theorem just days ago. He had also been
working on the idea of a ‗space elevator‘. ―The golden age of
space is only just beginning,‖ Clarke forecast. ―Over the next
50 years, thousands of people will travel to Earth orbit and then
to the moon and beyond. Space travel and space tourism will
one day become almost as commonplace as flying to exotic
destinations on our own planet.‖
Clarke's brother is travelling to Sri Lanka for his burial, due
in Colombo's general cemetery later this week. Clarke left written instructions that his funeral be private and secular, and
wrote: ―Absolutely no religious rites of any kind, relating to
any religious faith, should be associated with my funeral‖.
(Editing by Jeremy Laurence, additional reporting by Steve
Gorman in Los Angeles)
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¬¬¬ A Personal View

¬¬¬ Cult classic
He lectured, was feted by everyone from the astronaut Buzz
Aldrin to R Buckminster Fuller (the inventor of the geodesic
dome), and appeared on television, most notably in Arthur C.
Clarke's Mysterious World. Sir Arthur's private life was as offbeat as his books. He moved to Sri Lanka, then called Ceylon,
in 1956. There he lived with a business partner and his family,
scuba-dived and played table-tennis with local youths.
He only married once, to Marilyn Mayfield in 1953. According to his entry on Who's Who, the marriage was dissolved
in 1964, and Sir Arthur never had children.
His status as the grand old man of science fiction was
threatened when, in 1998, allegations of child abuse which he
strenuously denied, caused the confirmation of a knighthood to
be delayed. Sri Lanka's Justice Minister Lakshman Peiris ruled
there was insufficient evidence to prosecute.
A seer of the modern age, Sir Arthur was an original
thinker, a scientific expert whose tales combined technology
and good old-fashioned storytelling, and whose influence went
far beyond the written page. Marking his 90th birthday last
year, he told fans: "I want to be remembered most as a writer. I
want to entertain readers and hopefully stretch their imaginations as well. If I have given you delight by aught that I have
done, let me lie quiet in that night, which shall be yours anon."
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I first heard about Sir Arthur C. Clarke‘s work
around 1968. I was staying at my beloved grandmother‘s home and there was a programme about
2001: A Space Odyssey. ‗Nan‘ let me watch it, I was
fascinated by the spacecraft. Then I came across some
of his work in a library at school. One of the classrooms was devoted to English, and it had a small library of classic and contemporary work. I noticed a
paperback ‗Report on Planet Three and other Speculations‘ and borrowed it, reading it from cover to cover
in one evening (extremely rare for me to do that, I
have only ever read a handful of books in one sitting:
The Omen, Lamborghini Spada’s and the Four
Seaters, and Spike Milligan‘s Adolph Hitler: My
Part in his Down Fall).
I reckon that library book was picked up in 1971
and from then on I started hunting his work, Islands
in the Sky, The Sands of Mars, Tales of Ten Worlds:
I devoured the lot. I loved how they were linked in
some way and I especially liked the faction element,
no blast ‘em ups or bug eyed aliens. It was as if the
universe he created was only around the corner and
would come true. I saw 2001: A Space Odyssey and
was not sure if I liked it or not but when 2001 finally
dawned and I read the book as well as saw the film
(again) it finally clicked.
Sometimes his stories failed with me – Rama II,
and The Lion of Comarre, but Rendezvous With
Rama is special – it was May 1975 (Linda, Alison,
Sheena, Gail, Sam and Dave where are you now…)
when I bought that paperback and read it, then read it
again, and again, now that should be a film!
I once wrote to him, one of his short stories Let
There be Light is set in Yorkshire (do please read the
story), and knowing there‘s some observatories in
Yorkshire, I had to ask him if he knew of them and
was he inspired – the reply was a little disappointing – he said
he had never heard of the places I mentioned, but I did get his
autograph (see above)!
Viz, the Adult comic, once quoted his name as ‗The Author
Sea Clark‘, I howled and hooted, and hope Sir Arthur laughed
as well!
I thought it was fitting that my old friend Simon told me of
Sir Arthur‘s passing, via computer as well. One of his collections, Tales of the White Hart has a special significance with
Simon, me and a few other YAS members of old, we used to
eat and drink in The White Hart at Todmorden when we visited
the Amateur Astronomy Centre in the 1980s and early 1990s...
happy days them… Sir Arthur, truly, you will be missed, but
your work will always be around, and thank you for the stories
of tomorrow. And remember: ‗The Ramans do every thing in
threes‘…

— Martin Dawson
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At last, we witness the return of...

Neal’s Ramblings
by Neal D. Jackson

We are absolutely delighted to welcome Neal back to the
magazine. Fanfare please maestro...
I would like to start this latest edition of my ramblings by
welcoming our new editors, my good friend Mr Dawson and
his sidekick, Alex (Oh Neal you make me blush, but it is an equal
effort by all — MartinD).

As many people will be aware Alex is a very busy man, but
they say if you want something doing give it to the busiest person! He is doing an excellent job. It is also nice to see the Astronomer‘s Diary back again courtesy of Martin.
You will notice I am buttering them up as I still do not possess a computer, one of them has typed this up. (Don’t worry
about not having a computer and same goes for anyone else, please
feel free to write in freehand and we’ll do the rest—MartinD).

We still live in the Stone Age in darkest Osgodby
(Osgodforesaken…) but hey, things are slowly changing. We
are now on digital TV (oooooo!) and so I can now watch The
Sky at Night extended edition on BBC 4 and don‘t have to
worry about setting the video recorder for the late show on Sunday night/Monday morning.

For many years now I have always looked at page 154 on
BBC Ceefax, there are usually astronomical bits of news on
there, from the latest exo-planet discovered to who has just
launched the latest satellite, etc. While it is hardly the internet,
at least it keeps me up to date with major events.
Although this has nothing to do with astronomy (although a
lot of astronomers keep cats as company including Patrick
Moore: Jeannie and Ptolemy), my wife has just started a petsitting business aimed primarily at cats and small animals. I do
hope this will be successful as we may finally be able to afford
a computer and I can type my own articles. I could have gone
to the local library because you used to get one hour free on the
computers there, but due to penny-pinching this has been cut to
only half an hour, which is only about 22 minutes by the time
the thing has warmed itself up, so no good.
My observations over the summer have been few and far
between, a lot of this is due to the weather as ever. I missed the
Perseid BBQ as I was in Scotland at the time, while the weather
was better there than it was around York, I didn‘t see a single
meteor.
The Partial Solar Eclipse of 2008 August 01
was better as we had good views of it between the
clouds. Quite a few people from the village witnessed it with me, and all were suitably impressed. We observed maximum well, but the
latter part of the eclipse was somewhat obscured.
The partial lunar eclipse on 2008 August 16
was a total failure as the clouds again had their
say and we saw nothing at all. Recently I observed a massive fireball which streaked right
over the house, very impressive indeed. While it
was happening I thought ‗Wow, that made up
partly for missing the Perseids‘).
I have been keeping a close watch on Jupiter
these last few months, although of late it is getting
rather low now as it slowly heads for conjunction
with the sun. As Jupiter subsides Venus will be
my new target in the New Year as an evening
object.
(Just a footnote, Neal — I’ve got so many spare
bits ’n’ pieces of PC around, and I’m sure James
Barwell and others probably have too. I’d be happy to
build a PC for you Neal, and we’ll have to see about
getting all the parts together as a special post-Xmas
pressie for you — AlexB).

— Neal D. Jackson
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Free Software Online?
A quick follow up on a recent YAS Meet
with thanks to Tony Scaife

FREE SOFTWARE
& WHERE TO FIND IT
Astrotools

www.ngc7000.org

SkyGlobe 3.6 (old software)

www.sidewalkastronomy.com/

Stellarium 0.10.0

www.stellarium.org

Cartes du Ciel 2.76c

www.stargazing.net/astropc/

Virtual Moon Atlas Version 4.0 Pro

Something on your mind?
Don’t just sit there, do
something about it:
Put it in writing!

www.ap-i.net/avl/en/start

CNebulaX 1.7.6 and Tri Atlas

www.uv.es/jrtorres/

Celestia 1.4.1

www.shatters.net/celestia/

STUFF YOU HAVE TO PAY FOR
(BOO-HOO )
Redshift 6 (£17.97 Amazon)

www.focusmm.co.uk/shop/

Astroplanner 1.6.1 ($25 download)

www.ilangainc.com/astroplanner/
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You can contact us on ...
Martin Dawson:
flugluftholgate@hotmail.co.uk
Alex Bardy:
mangozine@btinternet.com
Or via the YAS Yahoo Group:
yorkastronomy@yahoogroups.co.uk
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Fred Haise
Apollo 13 and Enterprise ALT
by Martin Dawson
Ken Willoughby seems to be performing miracles getting such
spaceflight icons as Buzz Aldrin, Charlie Duke, Alexandra
Alexzandrov and Alexandra Volkov to visit Yorkshire. I guess
these people probably have never heard of Yorkshire (except
for Jack ‘Triple’ Nickel, he served here with the USAF) they
certainly will do now…
Fred „Fredo‟ Haise was selected by NASA in 1966 to be an
astronaut. In the mid-sixties NASA was looking at post-Apollo
projects under the Apollo Applications Program – remember
this was before Skylab, Shuttle and in those days no-one would
have thought the Apollo programme would have panned out
like it did. After the Apollo 1 fire in January 1967 a lot of Astronaut careers took a different path, with some getting the
chance to walk on the moon or flying on Skylab for months at a
time. After serving in both support and back-up roles to early
Apollo missions, Fred Haise found himself in April 1970 flying
one of the most dramatic missions in space history — Apollo
13. (I won‘t recount the full story of Apollo 13 here, there are
plenty of accounts elsewhere, please refer to the references for
further information)
Fredo started his talk with a lot of feedback on the speaker
system, his comment ‗We have a problem…‘ had the audience
laughing and this set the tone for one of the most enjoyable
talks this commentator has had the pleasure of sitting in. For
someone in his mid-seventies, he looks very fit, hale and

healthy, and very at ease speaking to some 600+ people. He
first discussed the film ‗Apollo 13‘ (am sure that needs no introduction to readers of this august journal…). He didn‘t actually have a lot to do with the film other than a few meetings
with the producer Ron Howard — I always thought it was a
shame he didn‘t have a bigger role but I have an idea on that,
more anon… He did shew Bill Paxton (the actor who played
Fredo‘s role)around the ‗Rocket range‘ at Cape Canaveral and
the Shuttle operations at the VAB and Pads 39A & B. He
shewed Bill that it was a team that made these missions.
During the meal in the canteen at the Cape, the NASA staff
approached for autographs, but not Fred Haise‘s or Bill Paxton‘s, they wanted Ron Howard‘s autograph for his role in ‗The
Waltons‘…
Fred commented that the film had some 9 Academy Awards
and made $60 million, only the Batman film of 1995 beating it.
Before the film was out on general release he and a few other
notables connected with Apollo 13 watched the film in an old
cinema in Houston, and not long afterwards he was given a
VHS copy. He watched it at home and freeze-framed the footage to check that the switches were in the correct position. I
smiled at this because I did the same thing when I got a copy
while checking my books and magazines, I gave up after some
60+ faults… but hey if Fred Haise can do this so can I.
The ‗spacecraft‘ in the film was installed in a Boeing
KC-135 ‗Vomit Comet‘ and could be taken apart so film
cameras can be repositioned. The only things that Fredo
would have done different if he made the film would be
remove the colourful language, when he returned to
Earth on Apollo 13 NASA wanted reports from the astronauts and passed them transcripts of what they said
during the mission. They were surprised that they did not
swear even though they were under so much stress. He
also said the John ‗Jack‘ Swiggert was treated badly and
that if he (Fred) had not been in the CM to LM tunnel it
would have been him in the left seat and not Jack when
the command from Houston came through to stir the
oxygen tank. They also did not argue (remember the
scene in ‗Apollo 13‘ when Kevin Bacon/Jack Swiggert
floats in to the LM and wants to discuss an upcoming
manoeuvre and they have a shouting match?) and Fred
Haise did NOT throw up!
He mentioned that Mission Control in Houston had a
motivated team under Gene Kranz and that their intense
training in the simulators helped them return to earth.
The people who ran the simulators were devious people
who tried to ‗kill them‘ in thousands of hours of simulator time. He also felt that the crew and people on the
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Q. What were your thoughts on re-entry?
A. Pleased it was there, I had a urinary infection, we were tired
and very cold.
Q. Why no names on your crew patch?
A. We were 1 of 2 Apollo missions not to choose to have our
names put on (Apollo 13 had ‗Ex Luna Sciantia‘). We were the
first mission to have geology (selenogy) and science as a major
portion of our mission.
Q. How realistic was the third burn portrayed in the film?
A. A gross exaggeration! We had two, a 21 and a 19 second
burn. Jim Lovell worked the roll and yaw axis while I concentrated on pitch. One of (Jim) Lovell‘s was out by 0.9º!

ground became very confident in flying the mission. Apollo 13
had a failure that no one had thought about and that there was
no plan ‗B‘ (although one of the references does list a number
of scenarios in case of a mission failure). About half way
through his presentation, Fredo ran a video of his Apollo 13
mission and discussed various points (I would say here that
being a Space Fan and having watched 100‘s of hours of footage you start to recognise a number of people). After Apollo 13
he did some flying work on the film ‗Tora, Tora, Tora‘ (a far
better film than the rubbish ‗Pearl Harbor‘ in my opinion…)
and unfortunately, while flying a PT-13 (13…) dressed up as a
Japanese aeroplane, he crashed while flying low level and suffered burns to some 65% of his body. A hospital in Houston
that specialised in treating burns for children offered their services and after some 3 months of intensive care and a further 14
months therapy, he was back at NASA in a back-up role on
Apollo 16. If Apollo 18 hadn‘t been cancelled he would have
had that mission.

Q. How did you find the motivation to be back-up to what was
a dead end mission?
A. At the time Apollo 18 and 19 were still viable missions. But
I would like to add our original mission was Apollo 14, the
original Apollo 13 crew was commanded by Alan Shepard who
only had 15 minutes of space time and so NASA felt that perhaps Jim Lovell‘s crew should swap, giving Al Shepard more
simulator time.
Q. 13, are you superstitious?
A. Well, my Mission was Apollo 13, and my aircraft accident
was in a BP-13…
Q. How do you feel about the moon now?
A. I don‘t feel nostalgic but I am disappointed there were no
more flights, but no I certainly do not look at the moon and
wish.
Q. What was it like after the ‘problem’ in the spacecraft?
A. Great confusion, I was in the docking tunnel returning from
the LM when the caution and warning lights came on.
Q. (A young boy asked) When you put on your space suits, did
you feel scared?
A. No, we had had plenty of training in other training suits and
so knew what to expect on launch day.

After the Apollo mission he moved onto the Shuttle project
and was lead Astronaut in the Approach and Landing tests with
Shuttle Orbiter Enterprise. About this time President Carter, a
peanut farmer, was cancelling big projects like the Rockwell B1 bomber and if the shuttle programme suffered a major setback it too would have been under threat. On Fredo‘s first flight
in the Orbiter, Enterprise, the ground crew mounted pictures of
fully suited pilots driving street cleaning machines with the
comment ‗screw up and this is your next job!‘ The ALT flights
were very successful and gave NASA confidence in the landing
phase of the Shuttle.
After these missions Fredo worked for Rockwell, who were
the main contractor for the Shuttle programme, he worked on
the Orbiter wings. After this assignment he was working for
Northrop-Grumman when these two major aerospace companies joined up and he had to deal with some ten law-suits.
His talk was maybe not the best I have sat in but even if you
were new to spaceflight, you could easily follow his career and
perhaps learn something that may prompt you to search out
more. The questions were well balanced and Fredo seemed
only too happy to answer them all.
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Q. (Another child) When you had too much CO2 in the cabin,
did you think you would black out?
A. (I don‘t think he heard or understood the question) I felt that
when we got to the point of re-entry we would have a very
good chance.
Q. (YAS member Paul Buglass) Having been involved in the
development of the Shuttle Orbiter all those years ago and
now that the Shuttle Programme is nearly finished, how do
you feel about the programme? For instance, has it been successful?
A. Yes and no, we were overwhelmed by the two losses
(Challenger and Columbia) but you must remember the Shuttle
is at the DC-2 stage of aviation and it was only when the DC3 came along when aviation really got under way, basically it‘s
a first-one-of-a-kind, it should have been cheap but has turned
out to be very expensive, we went from an anticipated 60 to 24
flights a year, and had hardly any customers. Very expensive,
more than envisaged.

References
Apollo 13: The Flight That Failed, Henry S.F. Cooper.
The first account of the mission, dates from the mid-1970‘s.
Lost Moon, James Lovell.
More an autobiography of Jim Lovell‘s career but with
heavy emphasis on Apollo 13.
Apollo 13: Mission Reports, Apogee Books.
This book is the must-have, and taken from the Official
NASA Reports at the time, it includes a CD-ROM with
EVERY photograph taken by the crew during the mission. Also
has official NASA films of the Apollo 13 mission. Has a chapter on alternative flight plans in case anything went wrong, eg.
a failure of the S-IVB third stage of the Saturn V second ignition and failure to extract the LM from the S-IVB, but funnily
enough it does not have a plan for a Apollo 13 type accident.

www.astronautix.com
Mark Wade‘s Encyclopaedia Astronautica should need no
introduction to ardent Space Fans.
Apollo Lunar Surface Journal: History of Manned Spaceflight, David Baker.
THE book for all Spacefans – a must-have, and includes indepth all the missions up to the Shuttle flights, with deep planning and political background. Essential.
Martin Dawson’s note books and scrap books.

Additional Notes
 As a follower of space flight for more than 40+ years, from
being a child to an ardent collector of books, etc. it always puzzled me why some astronauts had 4 and in some cases 5 or 6
missions, while others only had 1 or 2. The Soviet space programme had a cap and limited cosmonauts to 3 flights (except
in one case 4). At NASA the Astronaut Office was a hot bed of
office politics and fierce competition between fighter pilots and
scientist-astronauts. I won‘t dwell on the subject too deep, but
Jim Lovell had four flights, two of them to cis-lunar space,
seems a bit unfair when an astronaut of, say, Gordo Cooper‘s
standing was limited to only 2 flights. I believe that some astronauts were either really pushy or managed to get their flights by
keeping on the right side of the head of Astronaut office – Deke
Slayton or Alan Shepard – perhaps it was in their make up,
fighter pilots are by their nature very fiercely competitive —
they have to be, can‘t be having some daisy picking fairy flying
a combat mission where the result may end in someone‘s
death… I think Jim Lovell‘s account of the Apollo 13 mission
and the resulting film missed out a lot of Fred Haise‘s side of
the story, perhaps not deliberately but as apart of this competitive spirit. When the film was released it was always Jim Lovell
(and Tom Hanks), I think the only really good article about
Fred Haise was in an obscure publication by BMW!
 Douglas DC-2 And DC-3 were the first pressurised, fully
enclosed and streamlined aeroplanes with fully retractable undercarriage and a long range from the ‗Golden Era‘ of aviation.
Sadly, a week after Fred Haise‘s presentation, Carleton
High School suffered a very serious fire that virtually destroyed
the whole school.

— Martin Dawson
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The York Astronomical Society
Lunar
Section
by Phil Shepherdson, York AS Lunar Section
The Moon with kisses!

The ‗X‘ feature is fully formed from the sunlight illuminating specific crater walls, ridges and common topography shared
between these craters in approximately two hours, and stands
out in obvious contrast to the dark side of the terminator. This
unique lunar event, or should I say optical event, lasts for about
another two hours before being totally surrounded by light from
the lunar sunrise. At which time the lower topography of the
area is illuminated as well, and the ‗X‘ on the moon begins the
transition back into ‗hiding‘ on the surface of the fully illuminated lunar landscape. Attached are photographs from my latest
observation of the event from the evening of 2007 January 25,
from Hebron, Ohio, USA.‖
This is definitely something to look out for when the opportunity arises.
In October I was in Australia and took a full Moon picture
with a 135 zoom lens on my digital camera. I am not sure what
it proves (not quite upside down!), but I also prior to setting off
on my trip, took a full Moon picture in England using an 80mm
refractor. Here are the two pictures for comparison. In contrast
I did confirm that the Constellation of Orion is indeed also upside down at these latitudes -- I also took a crescent Moon
which looks as if it‘s smiling at us!

— Phil Shepherdson
What a surprise the Moon has in store for us every time we
manage to grab a glimpse of it through dense cloud? An intriguing correspondence to the BAA Lunar section (April 2007)
by Dana Thompson (Ohio, USA) via Mike Inglis (New York,
USA) caught my eye. Her quest was about researching First
Quarter Moon Phase – the ‗X‘ illumination.

York, UK

In the report she says:
―I am looking for the oldest record of the First Quarter ‗X‘
on the Moon illumination that forms just to the dark side of the
terminator, close to the first quarter moon phase. I‘m trying to
find the oldest photograph or drawing or observation log, etc.
recording the reflection (whether intentional at the time or not).
I am not trying to make this into a ‗face on Mars‘ theme, but
rather just gathering facts on what I consider an interesting interplay between shadows and sunlight on the Moon‘s surface at
lunar sunrise over a specific region. As the terminator slowly
moves over the crater Werner, light of the lunar sunrise begins
to illuminate some of the highest lunar topography in the region
which is between the craters Purbach, Blanchinus, and La
Caille.
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STS-124/J1 Discovery Crew
When Martin Dawson Met Karen

Yup, that’ll be Karen Nyberg...

Every once in a while Mark Kelly would look at his
‗Blackberry‘, he apologised and said that their homes back in
Houston were being threatened by Hurricane Ike and that he
was being kept up to date with the latest news, although a personal joke was shared with Karen Nyberg about her two dogs.
Incidentally, she was the 50th woman to make a space flight
and the first person to work a Shuttle Canadarm, the ISS's arm,
and the Japanese arm on Kibo.
Footage on the film took us from launch to docking with the
ISS (Mark Kelly and Ken Ham), to on-orbit operations on the
ISS (Ron Garan and Karen Nyberg), the object of the mission
was to deliver the Japanese module Kibo, dock it to the ISS,
and move its previously delivered remote arm and affix it to
Kibo. The usual supplies were also delivered plus the exchange
of a crew member. In a reference to the broken toilet on the
ISS, Mark Kelly said on the opening of the hatch between the
shuttle and ISS after docking, that he‘d called out to the ISS
crew: "Hey, are you looking for a plumber?" STS-124 had
brought up a replacement space toilet pump so ISS crewmember Oleg Kononenko could carry out repairs.

On 2008 September 11, four of the crew of STS-124/J1
Discovery paid a visit to Bradford College as part of 'Lift Off
Bradford', sponsored by Space Connections, YES Net, >LSC,
WoW, and Yorkshire Forward.

This was rounded out with a question and answer session.
Everyone seemed hesitant and a bit reluctant but as we had seen
footage of two of the crew having an M&M eating contest I
chanced my arm and asked Mark Kelly what his favourite
M&Ms were, he mentioned some flavour I had never heard of!
Everyone laughed and we were soon onto the ‗boring‘ questions like ‗how-does-this-do-that‘ format.

Commander Mark Kelly who had made
his third spaceflight was accompanied by
Pilot Ken Ham, Mission Specialists Karen
Nyberg (MS1) and Ron Garan (MS2) —
the STS-124 being their first mission.
Their presentation was a relaxed affair,
with Mark Kelly kicking things off with a
brief introduction of his crew and what
their mission to the ISS achieved. He did
mention the police escort was very good
but far slower than what they‘re used to…
That afternoon they had spoken to some
5000 children at Odsell Stadium, this made
a grand total of some 80,000 children they
had addressed during the post-mission tour.
They showed a short film that they had
made themselves and took turns talking
over the footage. These kinds of presentations are that little bit different as they are
interspersed with personal anecdotes and
comments, some serious, some funny.
Ken Ham and Martin Dawson in sync at last...
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Finally, the audience was invited to a photograph and autograph session. Of course I soon had
four more in my ‗Who‘s Who in Space‘ book, and
with Neville Kidger‘s help we had some nice ‗fun‘
pictures too.

Mark Kelly finally gets to meet Martin Dawson in the flesh...

All in all a very nice way to spend an afternoon.
The crew came over as very nice people, unaffected
by their experiences or the public limelight. They
had plenty of time to speak to people and listen to
them, even after listening to the ‗zillionth‘ question
they still kept their composure and patience.
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The STS-124 Crew pose in front of their ‘slightly slower than Space Shuttle’ transport...
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The Last Word...
In 2009 January 16, Martin Dawson will be telling us about
the RAF’s bomber raid on Peenemünde, where the V-2 rocket
was been developed. As a taster the following thoughtful
‘Lastword’ may be of interest…
Christmas and the New Year is a time to reflect. Traditionally we look back at past times and think of those who have left
us and we also look forward to the future, perhaps with a tinge
of sadness but also with happiness too (I hope). We all have
little projects and interests; Astronomy is one of those hobbies
that really does encompass a lot. There‘s something I would
like you to think about for a moment. You know me very well
and perhaps wonder what on earth is going on with all this talk
of German V-2‘s, spaceships and astronauts, and perhaps what
has it do with astronomy? After all we are an astronomical society... Well, think of it this way, no V-2 means no Redstone, no
Redstone means no Explorer 1 (or Sputnik), and no Alan
Shepard. No Redstone means no Saturn V, and consequently no
Neil Armstrong (hmmm...). If there were no Saturn V there
would have been no Space Shuttle and those lovely images you
all enjoy from Hubble would not exist.
One week in August 1943 saw history been made and no we
are not discussing the Perseids meteor shower, there was a full
moon that week. Early in the week the US Army Air Corps
mounted one of their first very large raids on Nazi Germany. A
day later the RAF mounted one of its largest raids with all three
types of its four-engined heavy bombers – Lancasters, Halifax,
and Stirlings. One of those Halifax bombers belonged to RAF
No 158 Sqdn based at Lissett who only a few months before
were in training at Rufforth. On the night of Tuesday and
Wednesday 17-18 August 1943, some 596 aeroplanes set out to
bomb Peenemünde, the site where the German V-2 had been
developed. This new method of warfare was seen as a threat to
a projected allied invasion of Europe. The Allies only needed to
delay production and development by a few months but it
would be enough. It is now a part of history and one that not
many people are aware of sadly.

After the Second World War the V-2 created a sound base
from which the USA and former USSR could develop weapons
of mass destruction, but it could also help mankind. We now
have satellites above us 24 hours a day, watching our weather,
providing television directly into our homes (good or bad),
communications between big multi-national companies (who
affect our lives one way or another) and between relations and
friends in faraway countries. That last point is appropriate at
this time of year, and it‘s used a lot in December each year
without a moment‘s thought…
So at some time in late 1942/early 1943 a Halifax bomber
was sat on our concrete pad at the YAS Observatory — a Halifax bomber that would set off on a moon-lit Wednesday night
to Peenemünde. The YAS has something.... a small (well,
some 100ft diameter!) but tangible link with that fateful week
all those years ago...
That fateful week, on Thursday 19 August, another Halifax
bomber (DG420 of 1663 HCU) set off from Rufforth on a
‗routine‘ training flight, it did not get far. Just over a field near
Copmanthorpe in fact, where it collided with another Halifax
(W9497 of 1658 HCU) that had set off from RAF Riccall on a
similar training flight earlier that day. Their wreckage rained
down on a tractor been driven and ridden on by two people, one
of them a young boy of 13, they survived with terrible burns,
but the crews of the Halifax‘s did not, fourteen young men died
that day, they were a long way from home. That young boy was
my father, and that day never left him…
References and further reading...
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— Martin Dawson, co-editor
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